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Get the Outlaws of Aquilia Boxed Set, featuring all three books in a Space Opera thrill ride from
NYT Bestselling Author M.D. Cooper. It's perfect for fans of Elizabeth Moon, Ken Lozito, and
Craig Alanson.Within the L, a tri-star system located inside the Aquilian Nebula, Jax makes a
living trading and smuggling whatever goods pay the best. So far, he’s avoided being caught
with anything too damning in his ship’s holds, but when he takes a job for Korinth, an infamous
arms dealer, all that changes.The haul is worth ten times his ship, and when the contents gets
him embroiled in a tug of war between the major political factions of the L, Jax has to keep the
criminals he works for from discovering that he’s playing both sides. Hell, he just might have to
play all the sides to navigate the tangled web he’s in.Every move he makes to get free of the
quagmire draws him in deeper until Jax finds himself on the hook to run the hardest job he’s ever
undertaken: rob the Daedalus, a military cruiser escorting a convoy through the Maelstrom.Sure.
Cakewalk, right?Buy this special edition omnibus to experience this complete Space Opera
series today!This boxset contains three full-length novels:Book 1: The Daedalus JobBook 2:
Maelstrom ReachBook 3: Marauder's Compass
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By M. D. CooperWELCOME TO THE “L”For over a thousand years, the systems of the Aquilian
Nebula—called the “L” by its inhabitants—have been cut off from the rest of the Milky Way
Galaxy. The dense sphere of the L keeps them cut off from jump routes, and traversing the cloud
requires a perilous nine-year journey through plasma storms triggered by the star-forming
activity within the nebula.The reasons colonists braved the cloud to settle the systems within its
interior have been lost in the mists of time, but their small civilization has managed to prosper
and flourish within the nebula.The Delphi System was the first to be settled, followed by Paragon
two hundred and seventeen years later. Though explorers and prospectors visited the Chal
System early on, it didn’t see serious colonization efforts until five hundred and ninety years after
colonists breached the nebula.What was initially a cooperative effort between Paragon and
Delphi met with both technical and political problems, stalling out the terraforming efforts and
leaving settlers to fend for themselves.The two planets selected for terraforming, Barras and
Jordan, reached habitable levels, but never became the lush paradises promised to the families
moving there. Ultimately, the governments of the other systems pulled back, their feud over how
to proceed with the Chal System spilling over into general hostilities.Other than a few isolated
skirmishes, there have been no open conflicts between the systems, just a slow military build-up
and a deepening cold war.The Nebula and Its StarsThe Aquilian Nebula is a molecular cloud of
plasma formed by the expanding remnant of a long-past hypernova. The cloud is thirty-six light
years across, and the tidal force encompasses seventeen stars.Most notable are three red
super-giants located within the cloud. These grant the nebula a deep red hue. The center of the
cloud is a relatively clear space, consisting of six stars: two G, one K, and three M.The G-class
stars, Paragon and Delphi, are near-Sol analogues, both formed from heavier metals at the core
of the progenitor star. As such, they each have over a dozen major planets and rich outer
asteroid belts. Chal, the K-class star, has a less well-appointed system, with only seven planets.
All three stars move in rotating elliptical orbits around a common barycenter. The three M-class
red dwarfs trail around the outer edge of the clear space within the cloud, drawing in a disk of
dust and gas that pinches the inner space like an hourglass.Delphi, Paragon, and Chal have
orbits that take them through the hourglass’s lobes, making a travel choke point at the
barycenter. Presently, Chal is in the ‘north’ side of the hourglass, while Paragon and Delphi are in
the ‘south.’THE DAEDULAS JOBBOOK ONEPART 1CHAL1STAR BRIGHTSOMEWHERE IN
THE CHAL SYSTEM…My vision spun as I stumbled from the bar.Around me, the light from the
Aquilian Nebula splashed a reddish hue across the buildings. I couldn’t recall where I was, and a
primal fear set in—a deep, visceral terror screaming at me that the red light was an omen of
death and destruction to come.A convulsive shiver rattled my bones, but a second later, I



remembered and coughed out a laugh. “Damn nebula.”People born in the L probably never had
moments where the nebula’s gleam threw their minds into chaos—but since I didn’t grow up in a
place where nights were bathed in a ruddy glow, it sometimes scared the shit out of me.Steadier
now, I grasped one of the poles supporting the bar’s low veranda, drew in a few deep breaths—
nearly forgetting to breathe out one time—and then took a second look around.“OK…looks like
I’m on Barras,” I muttered. “Shitty with a side of asscrack…but which asscrack?”My drunken
confusion wasn’t helped by the fact that half the towns on Barras looked the same. Dusty roads
lined with prefab plas buildings shipped in from Delphi centuries ago, when the first colonists
touched down.I kicked over the Link in my mind, and reached out over the RF bands, looking for
a local network; finally finding one, I latched on for dear life.<Kallie, where the fuck are we?>For
a moment, nothing came back.Has my crew abandoned me?It wasn’t a new fear, but so far, I’d
drawn deuces, and it’d never come to pass.Another minute of silence crept by, and a shiver of
fear ran down my spine. Deciding I needed to take matters into my own hands, I straightened,
unsteady on shaky legs, and gave surveying my surroundings another shot.<Sorry, Capt’n,>
Kallie’s welcome voice slid amidst my neurons a moment later. <Was just hip-deep in stripping
the bow cannons, didn’t want to mess anything up. Are you asking where we are, or where you
are?>Her words took their time filtering into any semblance of order, and for a moment, I thought
she was asking me where she was. <Um…what?><Shit. You must be drunker than Oln when he
gets into that possum piss of his.><Stars, Kallie, why are you gibbering nonsense? Where in the
L am I?!>A number of terrible things I could’ve called her sprang to mind, but my fate was
currently in her hands, so I bit my mental tongue and waited for her response.<Well, you said,
and I quote, ‘Gonna head into Willston and see if I can get my little man a drink.’>A laugh
bubbled up and was nearly joined by the contents of my most recent meal. <Really? I said I was
gonna get my little man a drink? That’s friggin’ hilarious!><Yeah, Capt’n, you’re a barrel of
monkeys.><So I’m in Willston?><Sure hope so.>I stumbled across the road and looked up at the
sign hanging over the bar. It read ‘Willston Saloon’. <Huh…pretty sure you’re right. So which
way’s the ship?><East.><Which way’s East?>A groan came across the Link, one long and
guttural enough that I felt a heave coming on.<Guh, please stop that.><Can’t you read the
direction off your HUD?>I shook my head slowly, then remembered she couldn’t see it.
<No.><Why not?><Turned my HUD off.><Becaauuuuuse?><Makes me nauseous when I’m
drunk.>She didn’t speak for nearly a minute and I was starting to think that Kallie was rather
annoyed with me.She finally replied. <I’ll send Oln.><Oln?> I hated riding with Oln. I swear he hit
every bump on purpose.<Yeah, unless you want me to leave this cannon half-
disassembled.><What about Tammy or Finn?><They’re sleeping.><So wake them up,> I
ordered, feeling extra captain-y.<Well, they’re not asleep asleep.>I frowned, but managed to
stop myself from shaking my head again. <I don’t get it.><They’re banging, Capt’n. Assaulting
the pink fortress, Shuffling Snark cards, you know?><Oh…so you don’t want to ask them, then?
><No!> Kallie bellowed. <I’ve already sent Oln anyway—half an hour ago, to be honest. My sixth
sense was tingling.><I see how it is.> I sighed and sat on a bench near a watering trough. <Will



you keep me company while I wait?><Captain….><OK, OK, go back to stroking your
cannon.>Kallie cut the connection and I chuckled softly. “Stars, why am I such an ass?”There
wasn’t a soul on the street, so my question went unanswered. Good thing too; as though I didn’t
already know the answer. I leant my head back on the railing behind me and stared up at the
Aquilian Nebula.The red-hued space cloud enveloping the L was both the thing that kept me
safe, and the thing that constantly reminded me that I needed said safety. The safety that came
from being out of reach of the rest of humanity.“Stuck in this shithole.”I knew the words were
disingenuous as soon as I uttered them. I was the one who had put myself in a position where I
needed to run—braving the nebula, where no FTL was possible—in search of a refuge.It wasn’t
as great a feat as I often told myself it was. The Aquillia L Nebula wasn’t that big. If not for the
pair of M2 red supergiants that burned on either end, it wouldn’t be so damn bright, either. Even
so, anyone outside the nebula with even a half-decent scope could see the two G-class and one
K-class stars that lay in a small pocket near the center.Delphi, Paragon, and Chal. The three
systems of the L.Because the pocket contained just three stars, I felt like it really should be
called the Triad, and I’d attempted to convince others of this on several occasions. Unfortunately,
I never met with much success.Over the years, I’d come to think of the L as home.A golden star
rose over the top of the saloon, and by its hue, I could tell it was one of the three.“OK,” I
muttered, rubbing a few brain cells together to jump start them. “If it’s night on Barras, and it feels
like…summer-ish. Then that’s gotta be Delphi, which means that’s east.”“No, dummy, that’s
west,” a voice said from behind me. “Barras rotates backwards.”A smile formed on my lips. “Oh,
yeahhhhhh you’re right!”“How did you come to be captain, again?”I turned slowly, careful not to
set the world spinning, and fixed my eyes on the brooding visage hanging above my head. “Oln.
How did you get here so fast?”“Fast? It’s been half an hour.”“Huh…I guess I must’ve dozed
off.”Oln held out his hand, dark and calloused from working cargo and whatever other difficult
tasks I gave him. Not that I picked on the man, he liked manual labor. He also liked building his
muscles; the two went hand in hand, so far as I was concerned.I was also more than happy to
have someone with some extra muscle at my side when a fight broke out. Not that Oln was the
most dangerous member of the crew, but he looked dangerous, and very often, that’s what
counted most.“Sled’s over there,” he gestured toward the blue and pink open-top vehicle a few
paces away.“Shit…how’d that get there?”“Magic,” Oln said, laughing as he held my arm.“ ‘Sno
such thing.” I slurred the words, knowing I sounded like an idiot as he helped me into the
passenger side. “Stop being a dumbass.”Stars…I’m the one being a dumbass.To his credit, Oln
didn’t reply, though he did shake his head while walking around to the other side of the
sled.“Remember, Jax,” he said while settling into his seat. “If you gotta spew, do it over the
side.”“Where? In the back?” I twisted, looking at the sled’s bed. I’d intended it as a joke, but I
forgot the poor attempt at humor when I saw three crates strapped down. “What are those?”“I
stopped by Skip’s warehouse and picked up that cargo. I figured since I was he—”“You what?” I
breathed out the words in an anxious whisper. “Was he there?”Oln shook his head as he turned
on the sled and pushed the throttle, turning it on the street to go back the way he’d come—or so



I assumed. “No, the doors were open, and those three crates were pulled out, sitting on a
hoverpad right by the entrance. I wandered around calling out, but no one was there, so I took
‘em.”The adrenaline now flowing through my veins was washing away the alcohol, something
that was annoying me almost as much as Oln’s idiocy.“So let me get this straight, you just grab
some random crates from one of the most infamous gangsters this side of Barras without
knowing if they’re ours?”A look of worry crossed Oln’s face. “Well…I mean, we’re expecting
three…and there three are. How many shady people could Skip be doing business with?”“How
many?” I sputtered the words. “How—” The power of speech left me for a moment, and when I
got it back, the words “All of them!” spilled out.“So, like…this might be someone else’s shit?”I
shot the scraggly-haired man a dark look. “It just might be.”“Should we take it back?”I weighed
the options and decided that if I had to kiss Skip’s ass, it would be with my crew backing me up.
That summoned a rather awkward image, and I shook my head to clear it out—and nearly
puked.“No, let’s get back to the ship,” I replied after swallowing the bile. With Oln on task, next up
was Kallie. <You’d better get that cannon back together. We might end up needing it.>2HOT
TOPTEN KLICKS FROM WILLSTON…The ride back to the Kerrigan was long enough for me to
sober up and construct a plan of action. It was not, however, long enough for the nausea to
subside, so when Oln came over the last rise, my stomach finally gave up the fight.Leaning over
—the correct direction, thank the L—I let loose what seemed like more vomit than one person
should be able to produce.“Fuck, Jax…what did you eat in that place?” Oln asked, sounding a
little ill himself.“Everything, from the looks of it,” I said, my voice gaining strength.There was a
bottle of water in the sled’s dash compartment, and I grabbed it, taking a few long pulls before
focusing on the view ahead of us.We were coming down the gentle slope of a narrow valley, just
a few hundred meters across at the bottom. The hillside around us was covered in scrubby sage
and yellow grass. Further down, things greened a bit beside a small creek, and next to that
meandering waterway lay my pride and joy.The Kerrigan.She wasn’t the prettiest ship that ever
flew the black, but the hundred-and-thirty-meter vessel had a special place in my heart. I’d
bought her just a few weeks after passing through the nebula and arriving at the Delphi System.
She’d been in rough shape then, but after some hard work—much of it with the help of Kallie,
who I’d hired early on—the Kerrigan was as space-worthy as any other ship plying the
black.Even if she doesn’t look it most of the time.My gaze settled on the ship’s dorsal cannon,
and I saw that one of the barrels was missing, and two pieces of hull plate were laying near the
closest airlock.So much for spaceworthy.The acerbic thought wormed its way through my mind,
seeking an outlet, and I reached out to Kallie, ready to vent my spleen.<What the hell, Kallie? I
told you to get that gun back together. Did you redefine some of those words while I was away?
>Her rejoinder came back just as hard. <Well, if you’d changed the properties of spacetime to
give me another hour to fix it, we’d be all set. But just because you want a thing done doesn’t
make it happen.><And what if Skip decides he wants to blow up our ship?> I countered.I could
feel the eyeroll coming back at me over the Link. <Well, then he’ll discover that looks can be
deceiving. Don’t worry. The cannon will fire when you need it.><If I need it. Don’t go jinxing us



now.><I don’t believe in jinxing.>“Sure do it often enough,” I muttered as Oln slowed the
sled.“What?”“Nothing, Oln.” I jumped off the sled as we reached the open cargo doors on the
bow of the ship.My dismount wasn’t as graceful as I’d hoped, and I grabbed a landing strut to
steady myself. Glancing around to be sure no one saw—Oln had continued into the bay—I
dusted off my clothes and looked for any signs of vomit.Looks like I’m—“Got something on your
back,” a voice said from behind me. “Looks…oh tri-stars, what the….”I turned to see Finn, a
relatively new addition to the crew and the sort that was handy when it came to getting
information and skirting customs tariffs. He was staring at my shoulder, a look of revulsion on his
face.“What is it?”Finn turned away. “I don’t want to know.”Worried it was some sort of horrid local
bug—Barras had a few nasty ones—I shrugged off my jacket and carefully looked at the
shoulder in question.“Stars…how’d that get there?” The object in question was a lumpy mass
covered in white fur.“But what is it?” Finn asked, peering through interlaced fingers.Giving him
an extended eyeroll, I flicked the thing off. “It’s a guzca worm, they put it in the local swill. You’re
not really supposed to drink it—I wonder if that’s what messed me up so much.”“OK…I gotta
ask.” Finn took a step closer as I pulled my jacket back on. “How the heck did it end up on your
shoulder if you drank it?”“Musta blown back when I puked.”“That’s not all that blew back,” Oln
looked green as he walked out of the cargo bay. “You kinda smeared the side of one of the
crates. There are like…at least four of those little caterpillar things they have here. One was
moving. Aren’t those things poisonous?”A wave of nausea came over me, and I bent over to
complete the ceremonial emptying of my stomach.“Yeah,” I groaned. “Where’s Tammy? I might
need her to check me over.”<Hey, boss,> Kallie’s voice entered my mind, carrying a note of
caution with it. <Got three ground vehicles moving in from the south. They’re raising a lot of dust,
so I can’t tell who it is, but my money’s on Skip.><Not taking that bet,> I replied, reaching down
and checking that my sidearm was in place. “Oln, get those crates wiped off, but don’t open
them or anything. We’ll just play this off as a misunderstanding.”“Does that ever work?” Finn
asked, a grin settling on his freckled cheeks.“Yeah, sure.” I shrugged. “Sometimes.”Finn checked
his sidearm as well. “OK. If you say so.”I gave the man a sidelong look. “Isn’t your smooth tongue
what I hired you for?”“My smooth tongue mostly stays in my mouth while I infiltrate someone’s
network and steal all their secrets.”“Did you hack Skip’s?”Finn shook his head, cheeks
reddening. “Well, no. I thought he was a friend.”“Fuck.” I turned back to the approaching dust
cloud. “The L really needs a better quality criminal.”The man’s long, fair hair looked bright red in
the morning light. “You know, the way you talk, folks might start to think you don’t believe you’re
from the nebula.”Shit, I need to watch my mouth. I decided to double down on my slip to throw
him off the scent. “What if I’m not?”“No one’s come through the nebula in centuries,” Finn
scoffed. “Especially with Big Red Number Two throwing out so much plasma lately. A ship
plowing through that would glow like a frickin’ nova.”“Ya got me,” I said with a laugh. “Looks like I’ll
just have to make do with the criminals we have here.”“Crates are clean,” Oln said as he walked
out of the ship’s bay, a heavy coilgun resting on his shoulder. “We gonna give Skip what-
for?”Finn’s eyes widened, and I shook my head. “Shit, Oln. Put that thing away. We want this to



go peacefully.”“Oh,” the big man grunted. “So…you don’t think there will be shooting? That
seems kinda dumb. There’s always shooting.”“Why’s everyone so pessimistic?” I asked, glancing
around. “It’s entirely possible that we can deal with an issue like this in a calm manner.”Oln only
grunted and turned to walk back into the cargo hold.“You know he’s going to just stick it around
the corner,” Finn said.“I do.” I let out a long sigh. “Good thing, too. We’re probably going to need it
before long.” I switched to the Link. <Tammy, where are you?><Strapped in and ready to hit the
boosters the moment you say go,> the pilot replied without hesitation. <If this goes the way of
Oln’s normal fuck-ups, then we’re in for a rough ride.>She’d replied on the general shipnet, and
Oln gave an indignant snort from where he stood at the bay’s entrance. I gave him a warning
look, and he folded his arms in defiance, but didn’t respond.Thank stars. Last thing I need is
those two bickering in my ear when I’m trying to deal with Skip.The next three minutes passed in
silence as we waited for the vehicles to arrive. The largest, a covered truck, stopped just behind
the crest of the closest ridgeline. The vehicle was out of the ship’s line of sight, but I wasn’t a
fool, so I still had eyes on it. A drunk, maybe, but a fool, no.Whenever we touched down, we sent
drones up to keep an eye on the area—unless we landed at a spaceport, which was why I liked
to avoid those whenever possible.My hand wanted to stray toward my pistol, to feel the comfort
of its grip, but I knew that was no way to welcome someone like Skip. The guy wasn’t as
paranoid as a hixjacker, but he ran a close second.I suppose if I made a living skirting the law, I’d
watch my back, too. Wait…that is how I make my living.Even years into this life, I sometimes still
forgot what a long string of dire circumstances had turned me into.The two remaining vehicles, a
larger van and a low-slung car that hovered half a meter above the ground, stopped sixty meters
from the ship. I hid a smirk as the predictable group of thugs spilled out of the van. Hard cases
who had likely seen some small action—who on Barras hadn’t?—but clearly had no military
training.They weren’t terrible at their jobs, though. A couple stood in the open while others
moved behind the van for cover. Two walked toward the groundcar and stood on the far
side.<They’re sure loaded for bear,> Finn whispered over the Link. <Our pea shooters aren’t
going to do much.><Then you need to practice in the range more. Only three of them have
faceshields.>Finn gave a soft snort. <If our survival is wholly dependent on my aim, then we’re
fucked.>I decided to ignore Finn and forced my lips into a smile as the door on the far side of the
car opened, and Skip emerged.Where his guards all wore mismatched armor that looked to
have been handed down more than once, their boss was a different story entirely. Despite the
backwater nature of Barras—even the capital often had cattle on the streets—Skip dressed in
foppery that one would only expect to see in a posh club on Delphi. His long black hair was
swept back in an elaborate wave, and a dozen necklaces hung over a voluminous white shirt
that must have needed a serious amount of nano to keep so clean.“Skip.” I raised a hand and
waved, careful not to let my smile waver—though I really wanted go off on the man and ask him
why he had to be such a drama queen all the time. “I wasn’t expecting a personal visit.”The other
man wore a smile that wasn’t unlike my own as he walked toward the rear of his car, which he
stayed behind. “I wasn’t either. But then again, I wasn’t expecting you to rob me.”“You know I



wouldn’t rob you.” I did my best at a casual chuckle. Unfortunately, a wave of nausea hit me just
as I laughed, and instead, I sounded like a warbling calf. Drawing a steadying breath, I
continued, “Or at least, if I was going to rip you off, I’d be better at it. But really, that robbery shit’s
too stressful; that’s why I just stick to transporting stuff someone else steals.”“So you’re saying
that your man there just accidentally grabbed the wrong crates?” Skip’s eyebrows rose in
disbelief, and I suddenly wondered if there was something to the story I didn’t know.“Umm…
yeah. Is that so hard to believe?” I glanced back at Oln to see him fidgeting. Oh shit.“Sure, if he
hadn’t broken down the door to get in and get them,” Skip accused. “Maybe you are a thief, just a
shitty one.”“I…uh…might have leaned on the door a bit,” Oln muttered.I glanced at Finn. <See?
Told you he wasn’t entirely innocent.> A smile lit my face as I spoked to Skip. “Or not a thief at all.
It was just a mistake. Oln’s not too bright, you know that—”My words were interrupted by the
man uttering a soft “Hey!” and I held up a finger in warning.<Oln, you keep your mouth shut, or I’ll
glue it shut next time we set down.><Sorry, Captain.>I stuttered for a moment, trying to
remember where I was, when Skip held up a hand.“Your crew discipline issues aren’t my
concern. You’re responsible for their mangy hides when you’re dirtside, so this is your problem.
Where are the crates you stole?”I didn’t take my eyes off Skip as I spoke. “Get the sled,
Oln.”While we waited, I walked down the ramp, Finn keeping pace. I didn’t want to give the
impression that we might run back into the ship.Some of the guards relaxed, while others tensed
further. I picked out the pros by their total lack of tells, marking them on my HUD as the greatest
threats, and passing that data to the others on the shipnet.Skip was an unknown. I’d heard
stories about his penchant for brutality, but with a person in his position, it was difficult to
separate fact from fiction. For all I knew, they were lies spread to bolster his legend. Granted, on
a place like Barras, he would have had to get his own hands dirty once or twice to survive this
long, so he had to pose some level of threat.“Did you bring the items I’m supposed to be
transporting?” I asked, attempting to make this seem like a standard handoff.“What makes you
think I’ll trust you to run it for me now?” Skip sneered. “You’re not exactly in my good books.”I felt
my heart rate pick up at his words.I was under contract on both ends of the haul. If I didn’t return
to Delphi with the right crates, I was going to be up shit creek without a boat.I need to find a
better line of work.Lifting my hands in a mollifying gesture, I said, “I get that, I totally do. But
remember, I’m paying for the goods before I take them off your hands. I have Korinth’s chits on
my ship.”“Let’s take this one thing at a time,” Skip said, his tone not giving me any hint about what
he might be thinking.I nodded, and turned to watch Oln as he backed the sled out of the ship’s
bay, eased it down the ramp, and parked it midway between the vessel and Skip’s car.“I’m really
sorry, Mr. Skip,” he said, ducking his head as he got off the sled and walked around to unstrap
the three crates.<Kallie,> I called up as Oln fumbled with the straps. <Have you spotted any
other cargo in their vehicles? Is it in that truck behind the ridge? I don’t want to turn over what we
have till we see the merch we’re shipping. I’d rather not sour things with Skip and piss off Korinth
to boot.><Not positive, but the van is sitting lower than it should be. Either he’s got more goons
in there, or it’s our goods.><Goods or goons, eh? What about that truck?>A snort came over the



Link from Kallie. <Oh it’s got serious EM. It’s a gun of some sort. Probably a big honkin’ rail that
will tear you to shreds.><Encouraging.><Don’t worry, Cap. I have our main gun programmed to
target the truck as soon as that bitch gets up over the hillcrest.>Oln had finished pulling the
straps free, and Skip nodded for one of his guards to examine the cargo.While the lackey pulled
out a scanner and ran it over the three-meter-long cases, I asked Kallie, <Did you get time to do
a test cycle after you put our main gun back together?><What do I look like, a minor deity? Hell
no. But it’ll fire. Don’t worry.>I repressed a sigh. <Sure. Not worrying at all. Just be ready.><I was
born ready.>“Looks good, boss,” the man called over his shoulder, though he didn’t take his eyes
off the crates as he spoke. “Something gross is smeared across the side, though.”“OK.” Skip’s
voice increased in volume as he walked around the car, and I saw his guards all shift into a
heightened state of awareness. “Back up onto your ship, Jax. Our business is done.”Shit. Here it
goes. “Sorry, Skip. I’m not moving till I see our merch. Korinth isn’t the forgiving sort, and I need
to make good on this haul.”Not for the first time, I wondered what was in the crates that I’d been
contracted to retrieve. Sending a starship between systems to pick up such a small load greatly
reduced the possibilities. It also meant that Korinth had good reason to believe Skip had what he
said he had.At my words, Skip stopped his slow walk toward the sled, now in front of his car.
“Um…no. That’s not how this is going to work. I’m not dealing with you anymore, Jax. You broke
my trust, and that’s not something that you get back with a quick apology.”I felt a wave of
desperation hit me. A shootout with Skip was only going to end with a bunch of corpses…and
mine might be amongst them. Even if we did win, future business on Barras would be
complicated as a result.Still, I couldn’t let a preening dandy like Skip walk all over me. That
would damage my career almost as much as being dead.“Look, Skip.” I lowered my voice,
adding a deadly serious element—or so I hoped. “We’re making this deal. I’m giving you your shit
back, and you’re going to hand over Korinth’s goods.”“Nope, we’re taking this cargo off your sled,
then we’re leaving. Good luck with…whatever.”I sucked in a deep breath. “Yeah, that’s going to
be a problem.”Skip cocked his head, giving me an incredulous look. “Are you serious? Look at
the hardware. We’re going to waste you, then take the chits Korinth sent and have a round at the
Willston Saloon.”“Over my dead body.”The other man laughed. “That’s sort of the point.”I fixed
Skip with a cold stare that he returned without hesitation. During the exchange, we’d both
advanced slowly and now stood a few meters apart on either side of the sled. Oln was still
beside it, across from the guard who had examined the goods. I saw Skip’s eyes dart to the
crates, a look of concern flashing across his face before he looked up at me.<Shit! Kallie. These
are the right crates. This is Korinth’s cargo.><What?><That heavy is going to come over the hill
any second. Blow it the moment it’s in sight.><You got it!>My hand had found its way to my
pistol, and I saw that Finn had done the same. The eleven guards had drawn as well, each one
tightening their grips on the weapons they held—though not yet aiming at us.I still wanted to
know for sure.“Skip,” I drew the word out. “Is this, by any chance, actually the right cargo, and you
just found a buyer who is willing to offer more money?”The scumbag shrugged, a mocking smile
taking shape on his lips. “OK, you got me. The PMF is willing to pay big bucks for this shit. More



than enough to risk pissing off Korinth—though I plan to dump the blame all on you.”“How’s that
going to work if I’m dead,” I demanded, annoyed by Skip’s shoddy planning.“Not sure.” His hand
drifted down toward his weapon. “I’ll play it by ear.”As he spoke, his eyes darted to the left, and I
followed their gaze, seeing the heavy truck rise over the ridge. Once at the top, it stopped, and
the bed cover began to retract.<Any day now,> I called up to Kallie.<Yeah, I know, hold on.><For
how long?><Shut up, Captain!>I was about to deliver a reprimand when the telltale whine of
capacitance discharge met my ears. It was followed by the deafening SHOOM of a ship-
mounted railgun firing in atmosphere.By the time my mind had properly registered the chain of
events, the truck—and part of the hillside—was gone.I didn’t even look at the damage, trusting
that Kallie would fire again if needed. My pistol was in hand, and I swung it toward Skip. Two
rounds burst from the weapon’s barrel, but he’d already dropped, and the projectiles streaked
through the space where he’d stood a second earlier.I hit the dirt as well, crawling toward the
sled, where Oln crouched.“I shoulda brought my rifle,” the man muttered as he wildly fired his
pistol over the crates. “Now I’m stuck out here with this pea shooter.”Finn snorted as projectiles
and low-v rail pellets struck the ground around us. “Well, at least we’ll die together.”I didn’t hear
any metallic impacts mixed in with the cacophony. “They’re not shooting at the sled. Means
they’re gonna fl—”The sound of Oln unloading half his mag cut me off. He’d emptied it into a
guard who had eased into view on the left side of the sled.“Flank us?” the man suggested with a
wink.“Yeah, that.” I glanced up at the ship. <Kallie, don’t we have point defense beams?><Sure
we do.><Do you think you could fire them at the bad people out here?><Well, I’d like to, but I had
to jury-rig some things in the fire control systems to get the main gun to shoot when it’s half-
disassembled. It seems to have….><Seems to have what?> I asked as I flattened and fired at a
pair of legs I could see from under the sled.<Umm…introduced a little bug. I’m working on
it.><I’ve got ya,> Tammy called out.Her words were followed by the sound of Oln’s coilgun
discharging from the mouth of the cargo bay. I watched from the overhead drones and saw three
of Skip’s people fall before the rest moved to cover.There was a brief lull in the battle, and I took
the opportunity to call out to Skip, “We can still do our deal, and you can leave with the money.
You don’t have to die here.”“OK, I’ll admit that we didn’t expect your ship’s rail to be online. But it
can’t hit us this close to the hull, so it’s still twelve against four!”He didn’t sound as scared as I
would have, but then I did the math and realized there must be reinforcements still in the van. So,
more than twelve against four.<He’s got more in the van,> Finn said a second later.<Kallie, the
moment you get beams up, cut that van to—>A guttural roar came from the enemy, and I
watched in horror through the drone feeds as Skip’s guards all charged at once.Tammy fell back
to cover, and though we emptied our mags, the goons flanked the sled, and a few seconds later,
we were surrounded.Skip ambled into view, laughing as he stopped in front of me.“A valiant
attempt, there, Jax. I really have to give you credit. It was a good fight. Now, you’re going to tell
me where the chits are, and then I’ll make it quick.”<Kallie?> I implored.<Hold on…>“No way I
can get out of this alive?” I asked Skip, adding a bit of soft pleading to my voice in the hopes that
it would trigger a modicum of compassion.“Shit, Jax. I always thought you had more spine than



this. Pleading? Face your death like a man.”“A dead man has no pride,” I intoned, repeating
something my father had often said. “There’s nothing I can offer you?”A rather nasty chuckle
leaked through Skip’s clenched teeth. “No. I could buy your ship ten times over with what this
cargo’s worth. The PMF really wants it.”“That’s gonna bring heat,” I replied, meeting the pompous
dandy’s gaze. “If they want it, then it has to be something Delphi isn’t keen to say goodbye
to.”Skip placed a hand on his chest. “Oh, you bleeding heart. Are you really concerned about
little ol’ me?”“Not really.”<Down!> Kallie’s words thundered across the Link.I flattened as twin
thunderclaps shook the ground, the sound of electron point defense beams cutting through the
air. The bolts of blue-white lightning fired for a full second, casting the area in an azure glow.I
didn’t wait for the enemy’s shock to wear off, quickly slamming a fresh mag in my pistol and firing
into the groins of two guards before unloading a dozen rounds into Skip’s abdomen.By the time I
twisted to look around, it was over. Finn was reloading his pistol, while Oln sat astride one of the
guards, driving his fists into the man’s face. I glanced up to see Tammy walking down the ramp,
Oln’s coilgun sweeping the area.“Looks clear, boss,” she called out.The drones didn’t show any
signs of more guards, but there was no substitute for the Mark I Eyeball.“Make sure.” I gestured
for her and Finn to check the far side of the sled and the car. “Oln.” I nodded to the big man. “Get
the sled back in the ship. We’re leaving.”<I heard that,> Kallie called down. <It’s going to take at
least a half an hour to get this gun put back together properly.><You’d better get cracking,> I
replied. <Our railgun made a pretty big boom. Someone is going to want to see what got
shot.>3BURN FREEABOARD THE KERRIGAN…Kallie, as per usual, had padded her
estimates, so fifteen minutes later, we were getting ready for lift-off. I was annoyed at her
inaccuracy, but held off bringing it up.It’s really hard to plan when I can never tell if the numbers
she’s giving me are way off!All of Skip’s people were either dead or too injured to cause any
trouble—Skip being a part of the first group. I’d been tempted to waste them all, but decided I
didn’t need cold-blooded murder on my conscience.Finn had set up a beacon with a delay that
would alert the authorities to pay a visit once we were well on our way. No reason to hold things
up with an annoying conversation with the cops before we took off. Granted, it was possible that
said authorities might want to have a chat with me the next time the Kerrigan set down on
Barras, but I was willing to make that gamble.Not a lot of heavy freighters made runs between
Chal—where Barras was located—and the other stars of the L. So long as I gave the locals time
to settle down, no one would give me a hard time when I came back with goods they wanted to
buy.Relax. Skip was an ass. No one is going to miss him.That small damn voice in the back of
my head suggested otherwise, but I ignored it. There was no going back now. I’d blasted so
much lead into Skip, we could have used his dick for a pencil—not that there was lead in the
rounds, but I wasn’t going to pass up the opportunity to have a laugh at the idea.Tammy looked
back at me from the pilot’s seat, which sat in a clear sphere at the center of the bridge. “You
gonna strap in so we can take off, boss?”“Is something wrong with the dampeners?” I countered,
cocking an eyebrow at the woman.“Well, Kallie just put things back together in a rush, so who
knows. Want to find out if she made a mistake when I throw ten gs at you?”“Good point.” I sat



and pulled the harness across my chest. “Let’s do this.”<You know I monitor the feeds from the
bridge,> Kallie said on the general shipnet.“Know it?” I laughed. “I think we were counting on it.
Everything secure?”<Stowed and ready to roll. Let’s get out of here. I’d like to get Barras astern.
Place has bad juju.><That’s what she said,> Oln chimed in.<What?> Kallie sounded confused,
and I held back a laugh.<That baaaarely makes sense, Oln. Plus, I thought we had a rule. No
more ‘bare-ass’ jokes. They’re beyond tired.><You had a rule.> I could hear Oln’s laughter
echoing down the passage from the galley, where he spent most of his time when aboard the
ship. <I never signed onto it.>“Can we take off now?” Tammy asked, her voice laced with
frustration.“Have at it,” I ordered, waving my hand in her direction. “I too am looking forward to
bare asses being behind me.”<Captain!> Kallie groaned. <I thought we were simpatico.>I
glanced at the nearest optic and shrugged. <What can I say, killing Skip’s given me a high. Once
we pass planetary geo, I want to look at those crates as well. I would have loved to know how
Skip got his hands on something that the PMF would pay so much for that he’d double-cross
Korinth.><And us,> Tammy added.I couldn’t help a laugh. <Well, double-crossing us isn’t quite
at the same level of doing it directly to Korinth.>“As lovely as all this talk is, I’m taking off now,”
Tammy announced. “I’ll just assume you were all paying attention and are ready.”I realized that
Finn hadn’t reported in, and checked the internal locators, surprised to find that he was on the
bridge.Turning, I looked at the consoles behind me and saw him at his customary station…
asleep, his torso draped across the holodisplay.“Finn!” I barked. “Wake up, get your shit together.
No sleeping on the job.”“I’m not sleeping, you’re sleeping,” he muttered without moving. “Not that
anyone could so much as drift off, with all the yammering going on here.”I felt an overwhelming
urge to give the breacher a piece of my mind, but managed to reduce my mental tirade. “Aren’t
you supposed to be monitoring comms?”“Really?” He cracked an eyelid, his pupil rotating
toward me. “This is Barras. I could monitor comms with one neuron. Most of what’s on the bands
is fart jokes at the best of times. So long as Tammy doesn’t run us into anything, we’ll be
fine.”“Funny,” the pilot muttered. “I have the nav feeds up, and a vector charted and filed. Just let
me know if NearSpace Traffic Control issues any alerts.”“You got it,” Finn muttered, then closed
his eye and began to mock snore.“Wow, I sure am glad I picked the best of the best,” I muttered,
then tapped the NSTC’s feeds myself, not trusting that Finn wasn’t going to actually drift off.I
watched as Tammy activated the launch systems, the grav drives sending waves of negative
gravitons toward the planet’s mass below, easing the ship off the landing gear and into the
air.When the forward display read an altitude of fifty meters, the struts retracted, and the ship
continued its rise into the air.“Buh-bye, Skip,” I waved down at the deck. “Nice knowing
you.”“Classy,” Finn murmured from behind me. “Granted, he’ll make better fertilizer than he did a
human.”The ship bucked and shuddered at the hundred-meter mark, and I saw the atmospheric
readings showing a stiff crosswind.I reached out to Kallie. <Sooo…this is what everything being
all set looks like?><Calibrating. If you hadn’t got us in this bind, we wouldn’t be rushing into
space like this.><Me?!> I couldn’t help but add an extra note of indignance to my exclamation.
<You were the one who was supposed to be watching Oln.><While you went off and got drunk,>



she accused…like she was prone to do in situations like this.I decided not to pursue the
discussion as the ship continued to rise, reaching an altitude of five kilometers less than a
minute later. The rate of acceleration evened out, and the next several minutes passed in
silence, until the Kerrigan crossed the atmosphere-space boundary at ninety kilometers.“Killing
lateral thrust,” Tammy announced.The readings on the forward holo showed the rate of
acceleration tick down to zero, and the three kilometer-per-second delta-v with Barras began to
taper off as well.“Fusion drive is green.” Tammy spoke while adjusting her displays, moving the
atmospheric information to the side, the passive scan from the ship’s systems dominating the
center display, while feeds from the NSTC scrolled by on her left.Kallie chimed in a moment later.
<Confirmed, good for burn.>“Hit it,” I intoned.Tammy nodded from her seat. “Initiating plotted
burn.”Other than the comforting low-level vibration from the fusion drives, I didn’t feel a thing as
the rate of acceleration crept up to forty gs.“You did that slower than normal,” I commented.“Well,
on the off chance that Kallie’s ‘calibrations’ weren’t quite right, I figured I’d keep Finn from getting
a broken back.”<You know, it’s almost as though I didn’t put our main gun back together in record
time and save everyone’s life,> Kallie groused. <I’m coming up there to glare at you all in
person.>“What else is new?” Finn whispered.Tammy cocked her head to the side, as though
waiting for Kallie to make a comment about being able to hear Finn, but none came.“False
alarm,” she chuckled. “OK, burn’s good, we’re in the pipe, boss.”“NSTC looks to be happy with
our vector as well.” I pulled off my harness and stretched my arms above my head. “Love how
they just let you pick your lane here and only bitch if you screw up.”“I mean, it’s efficient,” Tammy
replied. “None of all that pompous ‘I’ve got your vector, Victor’ nonsense they require in Delphi
and Paragon. I wish we spent more time in the Chal System. Feels so free here.”“Sure,” Kallie
said as she strode onto the bridge. “We just killed at least fifteen people, and no one’s said a
thing. If that happened in Delphi, the anal probe would go on for months.”“Kal!” Finn hissed.
“What in the stars are you doing? Don’t say things like that. You know Chal’s getting more
civilized these days, they just might decide to make an example of us.”The tall blonde woman
turned and fixed the man—who was still draped across his console—with a penetrating stare.
“What? You worried the locals are going to start doing something other than issue stern
warnings?”“No, that’s not—well, fuck. There goes.”“What?” I sat up straight and turned to see
Finn erect, eyes alert as he scanned the holodisplay he’d been slumped over moments before.
“There’s nothing from the NSTC.”He shook his head. “No shit. Are any of you monitoring the
feeds from Iydra Station?”I shook my head. Iydra lay at the L1 position between Barras and its
largest moon. We were headed in almost the opposite direction on an outsystem vector. “Why
would we be?”“Oh, I don’t know. Maybe because the Restaff was docked there.”I wracked my
mind, trying to remember why that name rang a bell. “Oh, wait,” I pulled up the ship’s registration.
“Isn’t that one of the courier ships that sometimes does business with Skip?”“Uh huh.” Finn’s
voice carried a note of legitimate concern. “Also happens to be skippered by a certain recently
deceased man’s brother.”“Better than Skip skippering,” Tammy said with a laugh. “They’re two
light seconds behind us, and we’re already at five kilometers per second. That ‘vette’s probably



fast, but unless—”“Tammy!” Finn shouted. “Have you learned nothing? Fate’s Eye is on us. Don’t
give it more ammunition.”“You know I don’t believe in that ‘Fate’s Eye’ shit,” she scoffed.He shook
his head. “I think you will.”“Why?” the pilot asked.“Because they just sparked up an AP drive.”My
eyes widened, and I tapped into the public feeds containing data on all nearby ships. Sure
enough, the Restaff was flagged as being in violation of local emissions ordinances for running
AP within twenty light seconds of Barras.Alerts lit up across the public bands, announcing the
no-fly zone in space behind the Restaff.AP drives operated on antimatter, directing the pions
that resulted from the annihilation process through a tuned nozzle where they degenerated into
gamma rays. Essentially, it made the ship’s engine a coherent directed energy weapon—which
was why the voices on the NSTC bands sounded rather unhappy.“Wow, they are tearing the
Restaff a new one,” I said. “I’ve never heard them get so upset, they usually just drop some fines
and carry on.”“Things are different now, with more Delphian money flowing into Chal,” Finn said.
“I bet they want to look a bit less like the wild frontier for investors.”“The ship’s not slowing.” Kallie
shook her head in disbelief. “They’re going to have warrants out for their arrest in no
time.”“Constabulary is sending two patrol boats,” Tammy pointed at the feed scroll and then
switched the main holo to show a view of Barras’s nearspace. “They’re leaving from the third
moon, though, so it’s going to take them a bit to catch the Restaff.”“If they ever do.” Finn flicked
his hand, and plotting data appeared on the screen.My jaw tightened, and I resisted letting a few
choice curses fly. The Restaff would reach us well before the constabulary’s boats were within
intercept range.I checked our fuel reserves, even though I already knew the answer. “Someone
tell me our antimatter inventory is wrong and that we have more than a microgram.”“Sure.” Kallie
shrugged. “Inventory is wrong. We can burn the AP drive for weeks on end. Feel
better?”“Shockingly, no. Ideas?”Tammy expanded the view on the forward holo. “We could shift
course and come back around toward Barras in a wide arc. The Restaff would have trouble
intercepting us without getting hit by planetary defenses or the constabulary’s ships.”“Maybe.” I
stroked my chin, wishing there were an obvious answer. “But if we get too close to the planet,
they’ll probably tell us to heave to for questioning—especially if Skip’s brother tells them we’re
smuggling contraband. He could make things rather unpleasant for us.”“Is there a reason we
don’t just blow those asshats out of the black?” Finn asked. “I mean. Technically we’re pirates,
right? Isn’t that what pirates do?”“Smugglers,” Kallie corrected. “We smuggle things, we don’t
attack other ships and take their shit. We’ve got morals.”The breacher snorted and shook his
head. “That’s going to be a great defense when those raiders are cutting their way through our
airlock.”I gave Finn a sympathetic look. “It’s a tricky thing to defend yourself when the authorities
are watching—though a lot less so when you’re in a system like Chal. We also don’t know what
sort of loadout the Restaff has. Other than our main rail, all our offensive weapons are point
defense beams.”“Don’t play coy with me,” the breach specialist said. “I know you have limpet
mines.”“Which don’t work for shit in a pursuit like this,” Kallie countered. “They would have to
drive right over the things.”“Not to mention that we don’t have any of the paperwork necessary to
even possess limpets,” I added. “Even in Chal, we’d be in some serious hot water if we got



caught dumping them. Plus, with my luck, some captain would see it on scan and blab it as soon
as they jumped into Delphi.”Finn’s lips twisted. “Let me see what I can do about that. I might have
to call in a favor.”I was about to ask what he had in mind when Kallie muttered a curse.“Restaff is
hailing us.”“Was bound to happen. They don’t want trouble from both us and the constabulary.” I
flipped my console to comms mode and saw that the hail was a standard ‘Open channel and
respond’ command. I shrugged. “Sure, let’s see what they want. Maybe I can charm our way out
of this.”“Let me count the times that’s worked.” Kallie held up a fist and stared at it for a moment.
“Yup, zero.”Tammy giggled and turned her seat to face me. “It’s your resting asshole face, boss.
You should try smiling sometimes. You know, that thing where you make the corners of your
mouth not point at the ground.”“Shut up, you two.”I responded to the hail, noting that it was a full
audio and visual. The standard comm setup on the bridge would filter out everyone else so the
person on the other end wouldn’t get an idea about our crew complement.An image of a man
standing on another bridge appeared before me. He too had filtered out his crew—or he was
alone, which I strongly doubted.“Captain Bremen of the Kerrigan at your service. How can I help
you?” I let the words hang, waiting the six seconds it took for the message to reach him and to
receive a reply to return.“I’m Captain Reeve,” he said through clenched teeth. “How about we
skip the bullshit. I heard what you did to my brother on Barras.”I didn’t have it in me to pretend at
remorse. “Oh, you’re related to Skip? Then I assume you’re familiar with how big an ass he is. He
had it coming. Are you really shocked that he finally bit it in a deal gone wrong?”“You think he
died?” Reeve barked a laugh. “You know the first rule. You want to be sure someone’s dead, put
two in the head. Skip made it through, and he’s pissed. You’ve got our retirement fund on your
ship, and we’re sure as fuck not going to let you get away with it.”“Well, that sucks,” Kallie
muttered. “And seriously, Cap. What is this, amateur hour? Everyone knows you double-tap the
head.”I shot a glare in her direction, silencing the engineer before I replied, “Where are you going
to go? Everyone on Barras is probably watching this shit up here unfold. The authorities can’t
just ignore it. You’ll be banned from the entire system at best.”“What do I care?” Reeve held up
his hands. “We’ll have enough to buy a nice little slice of property somewhere in Paragon. Never
have to come back to this shithole again.”“Not a bad plan,” Tammy whispered. “Can we do that
too?”I paused the feed on my end and directed a glare at the pilot. “Korinth has his fingers just
as deep in Paragon as he does Delphi. We’d be dead in a month. Do you mind?”Tammy gave me
a sheepish look. “Sorry.”Resuming the feed, I let a toothy grin settle on my lips. “I’m really excited
for you, Reeve. But we had a contract, and we’re fulfilling our end.”“What about the money?”
Reeve demanded. “You didn’t leave it with Skip, so that doesn’t strike me as much of a fulfilled
contract.”An unexpected laugh burst past my lips. “Well, you can’t blame me for not leaving a
fortune with a dead man. That’s just nuts!”“He’s not dead.”“I have only your word for that.” I was
grinning ear to ear at this point.“Stop being such a dumbfuck,” Reeve muttered. “If you have a
half-decent nav comp on that tub of yours, you know we’re going to intercept you well before
those patrol ships get anywhere close—not that they stand a chance, anyway. If I can’t have that
cargo, no one can. Got it?”I let the smile fall off my face. “OK, umm…let me talk with my crew for



a minute.”“I’ll give you three,” Reeve said in a magnanimous tone.I cut the feed, and Kallie let out
a groan. “That line is in every frickin’ vid. I wish criminals would be more original.”“Really?” I
cocked an eyebrow at her. “That’s your feedback?”She nodded. “Yeah, but don’t worry. Finn and
I worked something up, we’ll be alright.”I turned to the networking specialist, and he gave me a
look not unlike a cat with a mouse in its jaws. “Oh yeah. I’ve had this one waiting in the wings for
some time, just looking for the right time to use it. It’s really quite amazing.”I could feel my lips
involuntarily press into a thin line.“Right, yeah,” he nodded quickly. “In a nutshell, I got us a writ of
marque and reprisal.”I’d had a mental list of things Finn might have come up with, but status as a
privateer was not even close to what I’d envisioned. I’m sure the surprise showed on my face.“It’s
not real,” he said quickly, his smile sliding to one side. “But it’ll take a few days for the locals to
realize that.”“You’re sure?” I asked.“Check the closest relay buoy,” he replied. “You’ll see the
marker for a registered writ next to our ship’s entry—don’t worry, it won’t show to civilian craft.”I
glanced down at my console and sent a ping out to the closest three buoys, not wanting to trust
that Finn hadn’t just breached the closest one.“Damn,” I whispered when they all came back
indicating that the Kerrigan was a Class-One Privateer in Chal, cleared to engage legal targets
anywhere in the system so long as the vessel was ten light seconds from any inhabited planets.It
was a license to kill. The only problem was that we were currently five light seconds from
Barras.I looked at the plot on the main holodisplay, and saw that if we maintained our current
burn profile, the Restaff would intercept us a hair beyond the no-combat line.“OK, he’s going to
be up our ass before we can legally shoot at him. How do we keep him from firing until we’re in
the clear?”Kallie laughed. “Easy. We surrender. He won’t tell us to slow, because he doesn’t want
to let the constabulary boats catch up. He’ll push for a zero delta-v hookup. Everyone drops
shields, then we kick limpets at him, and boom. Problem solved.”I winked at my second in
command. “I knew I kept you around for a reason.”Seconds later, a request hit the boards from
Reeve.“Impatient,” Finn said. “That was only two minutes.”Schooling my expression to one of
angry resignation—which wasn’t too far off how I felt—I accepted the connection and once
again stared into the brooding visage of the Restaff’s captain.“What’s your decision?” he
demanded.“Well, I want to tell you to go fuck yourself with a stick wrapped in barbed wire, but
that’s not really going to get us anywhere.”I could see Reeve’s jaw tighten, but he didn’t
respond.Several seconds of uncomfortable silence stretched out before I let my shoulders
slump. “OK, we surrender. We’ll cut our burn and let you come alongside to transfer the
cargo.”“No,” Reeve quickly shook his head. “Maintain your current vector. Well catch up and then
match thrust for the transfer.”“Ummmm,” I cocked my head to the side as though a fresh
realization had just dawned on me. “What’s to stop you from blowing our ship out of the black
once you have what you want?”Reeve let out a loud laugh, shoulders heaving. “Oh…perhaps the
thought of you returning to Korinth empty-handed and without the money. He’s going to do worse
to you than I ever could.”“Oh hell no.” I shook my head. “We’re keeping the money.”“No.” the
Restaff’s captain sliced a hand through the air. “I’m going to have to pay off a dozen tight-assed
NSTC dicks just to get back to Barras and pick up my brother. I need the money for that.”Keeping



a grin from forming on my lips over how easy it was to play the man, I instead shook my head,
brow lowered. “What if…we kick the money out right before we dump into FTL?”“What’s to say
you will?” Reeve asked.“Same thing that’s going to keep you from firing on us after we give you
all the shit.”The other man put a finger to his lips and turned to the side, clearly talking with
someone filtered out of the feed. Next to me, Kallie pantomimed an exaggerated yawn.A minute
later, he turned back to the optics and nodded. “OK, we’ll do that. But you fuck with us any
further, and we’ll find you. Trust me, we’ll have the money to put out a hit on you no matter where
you are in the L.”I swallowed dramatically and nodded.“We’ll be in touch.”The connection went
dead, and Kallie laughed.“What a drama queen.”“You’re pretty blasé about this,” Finn said to
her.We’ve been in tighter situations.” She glanced at me, and I nodded.“More than a few times. I
guess we should wake Oln up.”Finn snorted. “I can’t believe he always falls asleep after take-off.
That seems…ill-advised.”“He wakes up fast,” Kallie replied. “C’mon, let’s go get the mines
ready.”“Just use two,” I called over my shoulder. “Those things aren’t cheap. Plus, we don’t want a
boom so big that the authorities start asking questions.”“Things don’t really ‘boom’ in space,”
Tammy chimed in.I fixed her with a glare as I reconfigured my board for weapons control. “Just fly
the ship.”4BLOWOUTFive minutes later, I stood next to Kallie as we stared at the EV suit closet
in the main cargo bay.“I have no idea how I missed this,” she muttered, tracing a finger around
the hole in the closet door. “A round from the fight must have hit it in just the right place.”“And
then hit our one stealth-capable EVA suit.” I examined the neck seal, which had a sizable dent
right where the latch was supposed to clip into place. “You sure we can’t swap it with our
standard suits?”“No can do,” Kallie said with a shake of her head. “The stealth suit uses different
heat-transfer systems. If I had an hour, I could jury-rig something.”“A real hour, or your version of
an hour?”The engineer sighed. “It doesn’t matter, we don’t have either.” She gave a half-hearted
wave of her hand at the other suits. “And these ones will stand out like friggin’ beacons on the
hull. The Restaff is already sweeping us with active scan to make sure we’re keeping our
weapons powered down like they ordered. They’ll see us on the hull no problem.”“Same with the
repair bots,” I added. “Nothing for it, then. We have to pop those crates.”Kallie turned and looked
at the three long crates strapped down to stays in the center of the bay. “I’m going to have to take
apart the limpets to fit their innards in the crates…though I guess if we get it into their ship, we
only need to do one.”I nodded. “Let’s get moving, then.”Working together, we had the straps off
the crates in a minute, and Kallie ran a check with a handscanner before nodding that it was safe
—as much as we could tell—to open them.Sucking in a deep breath, and whispering, “Here
goes nothing,” I cracked open the first case, turning my face away—not that it would have helped
if there was a trap.Luckily, there wasn’t, and I looked inside.“NSAI cores,” Kallie said, shaking her
head. “Could be anything.”“Cores bearing Delphian Space Alliance logos.” I gestured at the
markings on the side. “This is some serious shit, Kallie.”“Friggin’ frig fark!” She rattled off a few
more impromptu curses before turning away and walking toward the bay’s exit. “Get them out. I’ll
have Oln come grab the cases.”“Where should I put them?” I asked, hoping she had a brilliant
idea.“How about out the airlock?” she shouted.I sat back on my heels, wishing that were an



option. There was no way that Korinth didn’t know exactly what he was buying.“This isn’t just
some random military hardware,” I said quietly to myself as I opened the other crates, confirming
that they all contained NSAI cores.It was clearly something that would give Paragon a serious
edge over Delphi if the two systems went to war. That’s why the Paragonian Military was willing
to offer Skip enough money to make it worth double-crossing Korinth.The thought crossed my
mind to take the cores to Paragon myself, but I hadn’t been joking when I told Reeve that
Korinth’s reach was long enough to find a person anywhere in the L. If I sold the cores to
Paragon directly, I’d live the high life for a week or two. Then I’d meet a spectacularly grisly end.
Far better to get the goods to the man who’d hired me, and just not tell him about the money
Skip never got.“Little bit of hazard pay,” I said as I began lifting out the cores and setting them on
the deck.Each one was roughly fifteen centimeters cubed and rather hefty. There were five in
each case, and once I pulled them out, I walked to one of the storage racks, looking for a
suitable crate to put them in.“Shit…all this for NSAI cores?” Oln asked as I searched through
spare containers.“Yeah, dunno what’s on them. Just get those cases to Kallie so she can put
boom stuff inside.”Oln barked a laugh. “Boom stuff. You’re a riot, captain.”“A regular comedy
show.”The big man closed the cases, tucked two under one arm, and picked up the third by the
handle. “Really looking forward to watching Restaff blow. Not often we get to legally take out
another ship.”I laughed and waved him out of the bay. Despite the fear gnawing in my stomach
that something was going to go terribly wrong, I had to admit that he was right.Granted, if we
didn’t time things just right, both our ships would meet their end.If the job were easy, anyone
could do it.There was still a good risk that officials in Chal would want to talk with us about…
whatever was going to happen in the next half an hour. It was unlikely that we’d be boarded, but
the cores were making me more than a little nervous.In the end, I selected four crates filled with
salvaged parts that Kallie had been hoarding for reasons unknown. I wrapped the cores in EM-
dampening fabric and then carefully set a few in the middle of each crate, surrounding them as
best I could with parts that would block a handscanner from realizing what was inside.It wasn’t
my best smuggling job, but our better hideaways on the ship took too long to access. I’d worry
about a better hideaway if we survived the encounter with Captain Reeve.Seventeen minutes
later, the Restaff closed within weapons range, further heightening the tension. From there, it
took another nine minutes to finesse delta-v down to zero, the final maneuvers managed entirely
by the navigation comps on the two ships using small pulses from the grav drives to carefully
align them.I’d taken time to check on Kallie and have a light snack before arriving on the bridge
to see Finn watching the forward display while sucking on his bottom lip.He glanced at me and
gave a wan smile. “OK, when I proposed this plan, I didn’t fully appreciate how fucking terrifying
it is to be this close to another ship moving this fast with no shields.”“We have shields,” I gestured
at the status readout on my console. “Just not on our port side.”“Yeah…where the other ship is
sitting with all those beam optics pointed at us.”I chuckled while settling into my seat. “I keep
forgetting that you’ve never seen ship-to-ship action. Things feel a lot different out here in the
black, don’t they?”Finn nodded, and I could tell that he was putting on a brave face. “I mean, I’ve



been in some small dust-ups on stations, but this is…vulnerable. One mistake, and our ships rip
each other apart like tin cans.”“Then we don’t make any mistakes,” Tammy grunted. “Don’t worry.
They think I’ve slaved the autopilot to their ship’s Non-Sentient AI, but that was just a sandboxed
instance of it. Our nav comp is still running standalone. Not going to let some foreign NSAI pilot
the Kerrigan. No way, no how.”“As it should be,” I replied. “And definitely not Skip’s brother.
Shocker he doesn’t accidentally ram that thing into stations half the time.”<Umbilical is coming
across,> Kallie called up. <We have the ‘cargo’ in the lock.><OK, I’m watching on the feeds.
Good luck.>I drew in a deep breath, forcing myself to relax. The only thing I had to do was talk to
Reeve and make sure he didn’t suspect anything. Kallie would deliver the cargo, and Tammy
would boost out as soon as the bomb was inside the enemy ship.“Captain Reeve,” I said after
reactivating the connection. “We’re ready to send the crates over. A drone will take them down
the umbilical, you can keep it as a tip.”The man shook his head and snorted. “Like I want your bot
on my ship. Probably filled with rogue nano. You’ll send over one of your crew with it.”“No deal,” I
replied. “I’m not putting one of my people within your grasp.”The man barked a cold laugh. “Either
someone from your crew comes over with the crates, or I send a boarding party and we take
them from you.”“You do that, and we’ll destroy them,” I warned. “Why the need to have a
crewmember bring them? Just send your own bot over, if you don’t trust ours.”Reeve’s lips
twisted into a cruel smile. “I want a hostage while we check over the cargo.”I flashed him an
annoyed look—which didn’t require an ounce of acting—and paused the feed.<Kallie, we’ve got
a problem.><Just one?> she drawled.<You’re a hoot.> I rolled my head side to side in an
attempt to ease the building tension. <Dickwad over there wants us to send someone with the
crates. No bot.>Kallie’s groan filled my mind. <He wants a hostage, doesn’t he?><Yeah. He just
came out and said it, too. Gotta appreciate the honesty.><I’ll do it.><Kallie, no. We need you in
case something goes wrong.><It has to be me. Oln is too big and scary-looking. He’ll put them
on edge. Finn is smart on the networks and doesn’t totally suck in a gunfight, but he’s a bit
unnerved by this whole situation already.>I nodded slowly. <Yeah, he’s shared that with me too.
OK. You do it, but you get out of there as soon as possible.><I’ll coordinate with Tammy and Finn
on the shields, and set up timing in case they block comms for me. We’ll get it done, and then I’ll
make you cook me dinner.>I nodded emphatically. <Deal.>Kallie’s presence disappeared from
my mind, and I unpaused the feed, fixing Captain Reeve with a dark glower.“OK. Have it your
way. I’m sending over one of my crew.”“Good.” The Restaff’s captain laughed, and not pleasantly.
“We’ll be sure to give them a warm welcome. And if we pick up even a trickle of EM from your
weapons, we’ll waste you. Our weapons are hot and locked on.”Yeah. I’ve noticed, you
asshole.<Umbilical’s connected,> Kallie announced on the general shipnet. <Matching pressure
in the airlock.>I tapped the feeds and saw that she’d donned one of the tight, EV-capable
shipsuits that didn’t hide any aspect of her well-toned figure. A quick-fit helmet hung off the back
of the neck, drifting behind her as she passed into the connecting passage’s zero-g
environment, pushing the three crates in front of her.Normally I’d take a moment to appreciate
how good Kallie looked, but this time, my gaze shifted and focused entirely on the two men with



pulse rifles standing in the other ship’s open airlock.Both were armored, with helmets latched on
and faceshields sealed. I wished Kallie had done the same, but she must have decided it would
be better to appear less threatening.A timer appeared on the feed, a two-minute countdown for
the limpet mine that was in the bottom crate.Kallie took her time crossing the thirty-meter
umbilical that stretched between the ships, moving languidly in the low gravity, while I couldn’t
help but mutter that she should get a move on.“She knows what she’s doing, boss. She’ll be OK.”
Tammy’s tone belied the confidence in her words.“I’ll remain tense and anxious, thank you very
much,” I replied. “I don’t know how she’s going to get in and out of there in time.”Tammy nodded.
“It’ll be tight. We’re going to bring the shields up as close to their hull as possible. She only needs
to get a few meters into the umbilical.”“How many is a few?”“Ten?” Finn ventured. “The further
the better, since the tube isn’t going to last long.”I nodded silently, hating the fact that it was
Kallie and not me delivering the crates. There was no one in the ‘verse I cared for more than her.
We’d tried out a romantic fling at one point, but it hadn’t worked. Thankfully, the attempt hadn’t
messed with our working relationship, and she’d stayed on.A part of me wondered if she
remained as much for the action as my company. She seemed to enjoy the rush that came from
our line of work.The countdown read 1:21 when Kallie reached the other side, stopping just
outside the airlock and grabbing a handhold. I flipped a control to pipe her suit’s audio pickups
into the bridge.“Here you go.” She pushed the crates into the other ship. “Enjoy your
notoriety.”“Wait,” one of the guards said as he caught the crates and lowered them to the deck.
“We’re going to check them before you go.”Kallie pantomimed a yawn. “Sure, whatever. I’m
getting paid by the hour.”The guard grunted something I couldn’t quite make out and proceeded
to pull off the straps that had bundled the three crates together.“Fuck…what’s this shit smeared
on these?” one of the goons asked, and Kallie only laughed.“Beats me. They were on Barras,
could be anything.”The man only grunted and took a moment to run a handscanner over the top
one before opening the lid. Inside rested five NSAI cores that looked as close to the DSA ones
as we could manage.I prayed to whatever stars were listening that these two grunts wouldn’t
know what the military cores really looked like.Still standing at the mouth of the airlock, Kallie
shifted, peering in at the cores. “Oh, wow, what are those for?”“Nunya damn business,” the
second guard said as they closed up the crate and set it aside, moving on to the second
one.“Gee…so huffy.” She leaned over further, placing a hand on the control panel inside—or I
assumed that was what she was doing.“You got it,” Finn whispered. “Just hold…yes!”I got the
distinct impression my crew was up to something I wasn’t aware of.“What’s she doing?”Finn
looked both excited and terrified as he worked frantically at his console. “Well, we didn’t want
most of the blast to come out the airlock. So we’re gonna hack their controls and flash cycle the
lock. Send that boom inside the ship.”“You had her drop nano on the controls!”The breacher
gave me a worried look. “Well, to be fair, it was her idea.”I knew there was nothing for it now. I
was far less worried about the two goons inspecting the crates catching sight of Kallie touching
the panel than whoever might be watching the feeds. Namely Reeve. He struck me as a
suspicious type, and—“Hey!” One of the guards snapped their head up. “Get your hand off that



control.”“What?” Kallie asked innocently, then glanced at her left hand as though it had moved of
its own volition. “Oh, sorry!”“Shit!” Finn hissed. “They’re running a diag on the airlock control
systems….”I glanced at the time and saw that it was down to twenty seconds.<Kallie! Move!> I
shouted the command into her mind.<Not yet!>The exchange chewed two seconds off the
clock, and I tasted blood from gnawing the inside of my cheek.<You waiting for them to shoot
you?><I move too soon, and they will.>“Allllmost there,” Finn intoned from his station.
“Alllllmost….”“Finn—” I prompted.<Go, Kallie, go!> the breacher cried out over the Link.The
countdown was at five seconds when she shifted, planted her feet on the edge of the airlock,
and pushed off, flying backward down the umbilical.“What the—” one of the guards rose,
swinging his rifle toward Kallie.A concussive blast came from his weapon, the focused pulse
rippling through the air to hit Kallie center mass. She slammed into the side of the tube and tried
to grab one of the ribs, her hands scrabbling for purchase.Then a second blast hit her, and the
umbilical ripped. Explosive decompression tore a gaping hole, and a second later, Kallie was
gone, sucked out into the black.Everything slowed down. I watched the airlock on the enemy
ship close—whether in response to the decompression or Finn’s actions, I didn’t know. Then,
less than a second after the Restaff’s hull sealed, the skin of the other ship seemed to bulge,
straining as it desperately tried to keep what was inside from getting out.The airlock failed first.
The door tore free, followed by a burst of red flame and shrapnel, all of which splashed against
the Kerrigan’s shields.I barely noticed any of it as I shifted my focus to the ship’s external optics,
desperately searching for Kallie, begging the stars for her to be within the Kerrigan’s shield
bubble.<Oln, get out there and find her,> I ordered the man.<Cycling our lock,> he replied.A few
seconds later, I spotted Kallie’s body a dozen meters from the hull, drifting back toward the
engines. She was twisting around, struggling to get her quick-fit helmet on. Rather than have Oln
traverse the dangling umbilical, I triggered its release, using small jets around the airlock to push
it away from the ship and give him room to get past.Shifting my attention back to my engineer, I
could see that she’d gotten her helmet on. It occurred to me, eleven seconds after she’d been
sucked out the hole, that I could reach out to her on the Link.<Kallie, are you OK?><Oh, nice of
you to check on me. I’m no longer at risk of dying in the next minute, so…there’s that. Quite the
show out here.>I pulled up a view of the Restaff, giving an appreciative whistle at the large hole
that had been blown in the enemy ship’s hull. They hadn’t fired yet, but I knew it would just be a
matter of time before Reeve decided to get revenge.With Kallie out in the black, we couldn’t
move away from the other craft without moving away from her as well.Activating the targeting
systems for the main gun, I swiveled it around to aim at the other ship, while ordering Finn to
bring our point defense systems online.<I’m moving along the hull,> Oln reported. <Fifteen
meters from an anchor point. Then I’ll tether to it and go get her.><Good. Quickly now,> I said in
hushed tones as I watched Kallie drift further aft. She would reach the edge of the shield bubble
in thirty seconds, making me wish we’d upgraded our shields with the capability to hold objects
in as well as out.You never need shit like that till you really need it.Attitude jets on the Restaff
fired, and the ship rotated, turning its gaping wound away from us. Moments later, the enemy’s



beams lanced out, their relativistic particles harmlessly bending around the Kerrigan by our
shields’ graviton fields.“Our super conductor batteries are down to eighty-percent,” Finn
announced.“Bring the fusion plant back online,” I ordered. “I want enough juice to pound those
bastards to dust.”“You got it,” he replied, then gave a worried cough. “Oh shit.”I saw it too. The
Restaff sported a railgun and two fifteen-centimeter beams that were now in position to fire on
the Kerrigan.Next time, we send over two limpets.Our own weapons were still twenty seconds
from a full charge. I had enough juice to fire one now, but I wanted to give it to Reeve with both
barrels.<Tethered,> Oln announced <Pushing off to grab her. Don’t get fried before we’re back
in.>I sent a non-verbal acknowledgement, wincing as the Restaff fired all three of their main
weapons, further draining our shield batteries.“Their shields are still down, boss,” Tammy
exclaimed. “What are you waiting for?”“A finishing blow,” I replied, my voice deadly serious.<Oh
Oln, my hero!> Kallie said in mock-relief. <Come to save me.><Uh…sure…yeah. Let’s just get
this line clipped to your harness.><Hurry,> I admonished, then crowed with delight as the
weapons batteries reached full charge.I selected multiple targets on the enemy ship, and let
loose with four point defense beams and our railgun.The beams struck the enemy’s own
directed energy weapons while our main gun pulverized their rail. Secondary explosions rippled
along Restaff’s hull, and a call lit up on my board.I activated an audio-only connection, and
Reeve’s voice echoed through our bridge. “We yield. Don’t fire again. Please!”Dozens of snarky
responses flowed through my mind, but I managed to keep them all in check. “Don’t worry, I
won’t. Chal’s patrol boats will be here in about half an hour. They’ll give you a ride back to
Barras.”“Fuck you, Bremen,” Reeve swore. “You’re a piece of shit, leaving me to get caught by the
lo—”“You’ll wanna save your air, buddy, you’re leaking a bit here and there. Also, this is still a hell
of a lot nicer than what you were going to do to me. Maybe a little bit of jail time will help you
become a better person.”“I’ll break out,” Reeve growled. “I’ll break out and I’ll find you and
—”“Sure, whatever. By then, I’ll have tracked down and killed Skip, so if you come to me, that’ll
save me the trouble of hunting you down too. The only reason I’m not blowing you out of the
black right now is because I imagine you might have one or two half-decent people on your ship,
and I figure it’s worth giving them a fighting chance.”<We’ve reached the hull,> Oln reported.
<Her rebreather got damaged somehow, she’s getting loopy.><Not oopy,> Kallie warbled over
the Link. <Roopy…wait, no…goopy.><Hurry, Oln,> I urged, then turned to Tammy. “Get down
and help Oln. I’ll pilot from here.”With a nod, Tammy was out of her chair and sprinting off the
bridge.It was a pain that our medic was also our pilot, but I hadn’t found anyone else better at
either job—who was also willing to serve on the Kerrigan—so Tammy did double duty.Often at
the most inconvenient times.<We’re in the lock,> Oln reported ten seconds later, followed by
Kallie whispering, <We turned into rock?>The fusion plant was fully warmed up, and I activated
the engines, deuterium fusing into heavier elements, thrusting high-velocity reaction mass out
the back of the ship and easing us away from the Restaff.We were a kilometer away from the
other vessel when Finn let out a shriek and screamed, “Brace!”A star had erupted just aft of the
ship. Brilliant blue-white light eclipsed even Chal’s bright orange glow. The shockwave was only



a few milliseconds behind the photons, a torrential blast of energy bowling the Kerrigan over,
and sending the ship spinning through the black.5RECOVERYAlarms blared while the inertial
compensators struggled to keep everyone in the ship from being tossed around like so much
flotsam and jetsam.After what felt like an eternity, the shockwave passed, and the attitude
systems stabilized the ship, the groans of the strained hull fading into an eerie silence.“Shit,
Finn,” I muttered after drawing a shaky breath. “Was that what I think it was?”“Antimatter,” he said
with a nod. “Had to be. Energy is off the charts. Their bottle must have ruptured.”I didn’t say what
I suspected really happened—that Reeve had somehow breached his bottle on purpose in an
attempt to take our ship out along with his. It seemed crazy, but perhaps he feared prison more
than death.“That blast sure did a number on our shields,” Finn muttered. “Still running
diagnostics, but I think everything’s OK.”I nodded absently, cross-checking our position and
vector before plotting a burn to get us back on course for the closest FTL transition point. A small
part of me wanted to check on Kallie—a big part, if I was going to be honest—but I knew that if
there was any reason for concern, Tammy would let me know. Kallie had enough spacer’s mods
that a half a minute in vacuum wasn’t going to do her any serious damage. Even a minute or two
rebreathing her own air without CO2 scrubbing wasn’t a huge risk.Focus, get us on track.Tammy
had us on a vector leading to a jump point two AU beyond the system’s seventh planet.
Adjustments to get on course were minor. Once we transitioned, it would be a straight shot from
there to the Delphi System, though the window before the next occlusion was closing
fast.Compared to interstellar space outside the nebula, the ‘clear’ bubble within the L was
practically packed with dust and gas. The particulate matter wasn’t thick enough to pose a major
risk for interstellar flight. However, the dense interstellar medium also meant that the L had
something not normally experienced by most regions: inclement weather in space.The three
main stars within the nebula’s core all orbited a common barycenter. At present, Chal was on the
‘north’ side of the center of gravity, while both Delphi and Paragon were on the south. Roughly
perpendicular to the orbits of the three major stars were four red dwarfs, lazily drifting at the
edge of the nebula’s clouds.Some people described the seven stars as a single system, but with
as many as five light years between them at apastron, each star had a powerful influence over
its own gravitational region, and were typically considered distinct star systems within a greater
whole.Chal and Paragon were both over three light years from the system barycenter, nearing
apastron, while Delphi was moving toward the center of gravity. At times such as this—when
most of the mass was spread wide—the red dwarfs drifted further into the nebula’s clouds,
drawing more dust and gas into the center of the L, blocking direct FTL routes between the north
and south regions.The fact that FTL was possible at all in the L had initially struck me as a
miracle. For ships to slip past the speed of photons, they had to transition from normal space
into what was known as the dark layer. There, space was both truly empty and smaller. Ships
could travel hundreds of times faster than the speed of light.So long as they didn’t run into any
dark matter—which tended to bring about a swift end to any unlucky enough to do so. Dark
matter clumped where gravity from normal matter was stronger. This meant that it was thick



within twenty to thirty AU of a star, and also clustered at the L’s barycenter.When the red dwarfs
drew more gas into the center of the system, the effect created an hourglass shape, drawing
dark matter into the interior. When that happened, FTL was no longer possible for a few hundred
AU at the center of the L, adding weeks to any trip between the north and south sides.For now, a
few north-south routes remained open, but in just a few weeks, they’d all close up for a few
years. Maybe longer.“OK,” I said after a minute of finessing our course. “I think we’re good.”“You
want me to check it over?” Finn asked.“Nah, nav comp didn’t spit it back, and once Tammy’s
back up here, she’ll complain about my piloting skills and make some minor adjustments of her
own.”Finn chuckled and shook his head. “She certainly likes things to be just so.” He nodded to
her pilot’s seat. “I mean, she flies the ship from inside a hamster ball, so we know she’s one of
those pilots.”“Believe it or not, that gyro-thing was here when I bought the ship. I was going to get
rid of it, but Tammy fell in love with it.”“Weird.” Finn twisted his lips. “Oh shoot! I have to register
our attack on the Restaff. Don’t want to get in trouble with the locals and get our writ revoked.”I
snorted a laugh. “Our fake writ?”“Hey, without it, we’d be in hot water. Plus, it’s only half-fake.”I
decided not to ask exactly what that meant just yet.“We’ve still got Korinth’s money tucked away.
We could grease a lot of palms with that if needs be. Plus, when we bring the cargo to him, we’ll
still get money for delivery. This is going to be a big haul. Everyone’s cut will be bigger than the
initial amount quoted.”“OK…well, I want my full share, don’t waste it on greasy palms. Who
knows where those have been.”I couldn’t argue with that. “Fair enough. Let me know if you need
me to sign off on any part of the report.”“Will do, Captain.”I checked system scan and saw that
the two patrol boats were slowing to examine the expanding cloud of dust where the Restaff had
once been. I kept expecting them to hail us and demand an explanation, but so far, nothing had
come.I wonder if they hadn’t been looking forward to a fight with Reeve’s ship either, and are
glad we did the job for them.I set a monitor on the comm system to ping me if any hails came
from the patrol boats, and rose from my chair. “Bridge is yours, Finn. I’m going to check on
Kallie.”“Surprised you stayed this long.”Tossing a sour look his way, I left the room and ambled
down the passageway. The first four doors—two on each side—were crew cabins, with the third
on the right being the galley. I half-expected to see Oln inside, downing a meal. He was usually
famished after any sort of mildly stimulating event, but the room was empty.Past the galley, the
corridor branched in a T, and I turned right, following it for ten meters before turning left onto the
main port-side passage. The first door on the left led to the medbay, and I heard Kallie’s voice
spilling out long before I reached it.“Seriously, Tammy. Stop. Don’t you have shit to do? Like fly
the ship?”“Jax is flying,” the pilot replied.I heard a groan from Oln. “Great. We’re doomed.”Tammy
laughed as I reached the doorway. “He’s not that bad. We’ll probably survive for ano—Oh. Hey,
boss.”I swept an annoyed glare across the room. “Glad everyone’s so blasé after we nearly
died.”“Nearly died?” Oln asked. “How so?”“Oh, I don’t know, imagine if you’d been outside the
hull when the Restaff blew. Your entire body would look like the burnt toast you love so
much.”Oln cocked his head to the side. “You know…I am kinda hungry.”“Good.” I stepped aside
to let him out of the room. “You’re cook for the crew tonight.”“Me?” He placed a hand on his



chest. “I saved Kallie from certain doom. I feel that that exempts me from cooking.”“Yeah, but you
also stole cargo from Skip and got us into this whole mess.”A look of puzzled concern formed on
the big man’s brow. “But if I hadn’t done that, we would have never gotten it at all, and then
we’d’ve had to go back to Korinth empty-handed.”I shook my head and pressed a hand to my
temple. “Stars, Oln. I can barely parse half that sentence. Go make food.”“Fine.”With one less
body—and a massive one, at that—in the small room, I approached the medtable and reached
for Kallie’s hand. “Damn, you gave us a scare. How the fuck are you so brave?”She gave a rueful
laugh. “I have no clue…or maybe it’s just that all of you are chickenshit.”“I’m not chicken!” Oln’s
voice boomed down the corridor. “Remember who saved your ass.”“OK, everyone but you!”
Kallie shouted back. “You’re my hero!”“Fuckin’ right I am.” His reply echoed through the ship.I
stuck a finger in my ear and wiggled it side to side. “You know you can use the Link to talk to
people, right?”She laughed, and the sound of it set my jangled nerves straight. “Where’s the fun
in that?”“Scans all show you’re doing fine,” Tammy said from the other side of the medtable. “But
I want you back here for another check before you go to sleep.”“Yes, Mooooom.” Kallie slid her
legs off the table and slowly stood. She exhibited a slight waver, but then she rolled her head
side to side. “OK…just between us girls, that was a rush. And I never want to do it again.”“Wow.” I
couldn’t help but smirk. “I got upgraded to ‘girl’.”Kallie winked. “Provisional. Be on your best
behavior, or I’ll drop you back down to ‘some dude’.”“This how you treat your captain?” I glanced
at Tammy.“Don’t look at me.” She held up her hands. “You may be the boss, but Kallie is…well…
Kallie.”The engineer fixed me with a winning smile. “You know you love me.”I pursed my lips. “I’m
still kinda pissed. You took a hell of a risk.”She shrugged. “You want no risk, find legit
cargo.”“Sounds boring,” I muttered.“Exactly. Plus, you still owe me dinner. Don’t think getting Oln
to cook tonight gets you off the hook.”“Damn…remembered that, did you?”Her lips split to reveal
a wide grin. “Yup!”PART 2PARAGON6THE BRIEFINGELSEWHERE IN THE L…I leant forward
in my seat and peered out the window of the military passenger shuttle, watching as Fallon
Station steadily grew larger, eventually filling the view. Paragon Prime’s light glinted off each of
the structure’s four rings as they spun lazily around the station’s hundred-kilometer central spire,
and I marveled at the size of the structure.Ring Three, Beta Quadrant, Deck Seventy-Nine,
Block 73, Room 1192A.Three times I repeated the location, recementing it in my mind. Not that it
was necessary anymore. The mental mods I’d received after my recent promotion had made it a
lot easier to store information and retrieve it instantaneously, but old habits died hard. Plus, I
preferred to keep my neurons sharp and active.I’d rather not turn into a wet-head like half the
junior officers, forever amping up to keep up.The thought of all the spoiled JROs, with their
neural enhancements that their parents had bought, still made my blood boil. They’d had every
advantage, but I still bested most of them. Coming out on top time and time again, in OCS and
then as I climbed the junior ranks.In many ways, the military was easy. There were safeties and
safeguards. It wasn’t like growing up on a mining rig, where walking down the wrong corridor at
the wrong time could mean your death.“Relax, Sherry,” I said to myself, drawing in deep breaths.
“You’re a major now. You don’t need to compare yourself to those laggards any longer.”The fact



was that most of the people I’d trained with and served alongside at the platoon level were long
gone from the PMF. They’d done their time, satisfied their families with their faux sense of honor
and loyalty, and gotten the hell out before being deployed on any serious mission.Shit, Sherry.
Stop getting yourself all worked up.I knew it had nothing to do with those I’d served with in the
past, and everything to do with whomever I’d be serving with in the future: the Primary Forward
Command.The PFC was the real deal. Where hulls kissed deep black in the empty lightyears
between stars. A part of me feared what might come, while another craved it.There was a strong
chance I’d be given command of a small wing of patrol craft and sent to watch over an imaginary
line between stars, but there was also a chance that I might be selected for something better.If I
had my way, it would be Intel.Over the past several years, I’d done my best to operate as an
unpaid analyst, reviewing whatever data I could get my hands on, putting it together to build
accurate pictures of both the military and civilian situation in the L, accompanied by predictions
about what might happen in the future.Thus far, a few of my less likely predictions—ones that my
peers had scoffed at—had proven to be true. I hoped my memos had found their way to
someone who recruited for Intel. I knew that if I could just get a face to face with their recruiting
team, I’d be brought in.I knew it.Something that helped fuel my optimism was that PFC Intel was
based in the same quadrant of Ring Three that I was heading for. Granted, so was fleet
maintenance, custodial bot repair, and a dozen other commands I’d sooner turn in my
commission than serve under.I shooed the errant thought away. I might want to, but I wouldn’t. I’d
promised to serve with honor and distinction. Neither of those things involved running away
when the going got tough.But it’s not going to get tough. It’s going to be amazing.My view of the
ring was momentarily blocked by a dark grey hull. Bumps and protrusions flashed by until the
ruddy glow of engines drifted past. I craned my neck to see the ship, only able to ascertain that it
was a newer Century-Class cruiser.“Either the Toroshi or the Lauren Wright,” I said to
myself.“You know your ships,” a voice said from nearby, and I turned to see the woman in the row
behind me waving above the seatbacks. “Have you served spaceborne for long?”“Not long at
all,” I replied, laughing at the incongruity of the statement. “I’ve only been a muddweller so far. I
don’t even know what I’m headed up for. I just have a room number and a time.”“Oh!” The woman
seemed genuinely impressed. “Well, if that’s the case, it will certainly be a lot more interesting
than running around planetside. Though probably not any cleaner.”“I grew up turning bolts on an
RSM miner in the outer belt,” I replied. “Pretty much everything is cleaner than that.”“RSM?” the
woman said, drawing out each of the letters and making me wonder if she even knew what it
stood for. “Not a lot of folks from those go in for commissions. Usually they’re working
stiffs.”“Officers work too,” I replied a little more defensively than I meant to.My words were met
with a laugh. “Easy now, I meant no insult. I mean, this is a downright comfortable military
transport….” I could hear the sound of a hand patting the seat cushion. “Chances are that I’m an
officer, too.”“Are you?” I asked a little too impertinently. Then it occurred to me that the woman
behind me might just outrank me by more than a little. I tacked on a “Ma’am” just to be on the
safe side.“At ease, Major. I didn’t identify myself as an officer, you don’t need to worry that I’m



upset.”I nodded nervously. It was PMF etiquette that if you were unaware of another person’s
rank, and they didn’t inform you of it, you were not to be held accountable for any lack of formal
address.Granted, that didn’t stop some officers from taking a perceived slight and turning it into
real retribution.“Thank you, ma’am.” Now I was sure she was an officer who outranked me.The
woman behind me didn’t reply, and I turned my attention back to the growing station. The shuttle
eased past the rings, approaching the southern docking bays.Almost there.Moments later, the
ship was swallowed by grey bulkheads, then a massive bay came into view, littered with ships
stretching hundreds of meters into the distance. The shuttle pivoted, and I saw an empty cradle
rise up to meet us, arms stretching out like a mechanical kraken, eager to pull us into the
depths.“Stars, Sherry,” I muttered. “Too much poetry.”I didn’t hear from the woman in the seat
behind me, and I craned my neck to look behind, only to find both seats empty.Did I imagine
her?“Set-down complete. Shuttle secured,” a voice said over the ship’s comm system. “Please
gather your belongings and prepare to disembark out the forward exit.”I rose from my seat and
looked around at the other fourteen passengers. I hadn’t actually seen the woman behind me,
but only six of the other travelers were women, and none had the appearance suggested by her
voice.Putting the incident from my mind, I gathered my things and exited the shuttle, pulling up a
map of the station and the best route to a maglev platform.Here goes.Twenty minutes and only
two accidental detours later, I stood at the door to Room 1192A.It was unmarked other than its
number, which was stenciled with non-descript ink. I was still hopeful that it was Intel, though I
could also imagine a lowly service command noted in a similar style.It was eleven minutes
before my appointment time, which meant that I was almost late. Everyone knew that the PMF
brass set their mental clocks to run fast.Being any less than ten minutes early to anything meant
that you were late.Not this time. Not for this.I drew in a deep breath, steadied my nerves, and
knocked twice before receiving a response over the Link that I may enter. I’d expected to see a
number of different things within the room, but not one of them is what met my eyes.The room
was over fifty meters across, concentric circles of consoles wrapping around a raised dais in the
center. Nearly every seat at the consoles was filled, and on the dais stood four people, all
leaning over a holotable, pointing at the image it displayed.“The L,” I whispered.“Major Sherry?”
a voice at my elbow asked.I turned to see a chief petty officer standing near the
entrance.“Yes?”“You’re expected, ma’am.” The CPO made a sweeping gesture toward the dais,
and gave me an encouraging smile.“Where? U-up there?” I stammered.“Of course,” the petty
officer laughed. “Go! Don’t keep them waiting.”I nodded quickly, and began to walk down the
aisle. I attempted to identify the people on the dais with my upgraded optics, but failed. Glancing
around, I realized that I couldn’t pull an ID on anyone in the room.Probably not custodial
services, then.My heart sang with excitement that I was probably in the heart of PFC Intel, but I
forced myself to tamp it down. Whatever was about to happen was a test. I needed to keep a
level head and be prepared to acquit myself well, or my next stop may very well be custodial.As I
drew closer, I realized that none of the four figures on the platform bore any rank insignia on their
uniforms. Their bearing, however, made it clear that they were high-ranking. The woman closest



to me turned as I approached and waved for me to join them.“Major Sherry,” she said as I
reached the holotable. “I’m Admiral Terezia.” She turned to the man next to her and proceeded to
introduce the others. “This is Colonel Gene, Rear Admiral Emily, and Master Chief Cynthia.”I
quickly drew up and gave a smart salute, suddenly feeling like a cat at a feast of lions. “It is an
honor to meet you all.”“At ease, Major,” Admiral Terezia said. “As you can tell, we don’t stand on
ceremony so much in here.” She gestured at the table. “Tell me. What do you see
here?”Swallowing nervously, I turned to the table which showed a view of the L. On my left, Chal
was making its way toward apoapsis, while on the right, Paragon was doing the same. Near the
middle, Delphi was approaching periapsis with the system barycenter.Major dark layer FTL
routes were marked out between the star systems. Active routes in green, currently impassible
routes in red. A few were orange, indicating that a portage through regular space would be
necessary to complete the journey. Most of the routes to Chal bore that color, with only a few
terminating at Delphi still showing green.“We’re two weeks from full occlusion,” I said after a few
moments. “Shipping between Chal and Delphi is at a frenzy as everyone is trying to get through
before things shut down and the clouds move in.”“What else?” the admiral prompted.“Well, the
folks at the weather stations seem to think it’ll be a particularly bad occlusion with a lot of bleed-
over. They’re requesting additional probes to monitor dark matter. I think they’re afraid that if the
occlusion doesn’t clear in time, Delphi will plow right through it all. That’ll make a serious
mess.”“How so, ma’am?” Chief Cynthia asked.I glanced at Admiral Terezia and then at the table.
“May I?”“Have at it.”A connection option appeared on my HUD, and I confirmed that it was for the
holotable. I accessed its controls and flipped it to a view of the dark matter in the L. The view was
imperfect, as it took trillions of probes constantly popping in and out of the DL to create even a
passable picture of what was happening in sub-dimensional space. Officially, the probes were
managed and monitored by the Aquilian Nebula Space Weather Observation
Network.ANSWON was a neutral third party, not under control of either Delphi or Paragon,
though they received funding from both systems.In addition, the two major powers in the L
maintained their own probe networks—not as well-distributed as ANSWON’s, but more accurate
where their interests lay.Much of that information was withheld from the public—and from
officers at my rank—but I could tell from the fidelity of the dark matter around Paragon that the
holotable was showing restricted-level information.“I imagine you knew about our additional
data,” Terezia said. “Consider yourself officially read in.”“Thank you, ma’am.” I flipped the table’s
display to show one of the models I’d been studying. “We all know what a standard periapsis
looks like for Delphi, but with every other star in the L nearly apoapsis, we’re in for a hell of a
passage. I’m no weather specialist, but these models—” I let them play out for a five-year span,
“show half a decade of dark matter disruption around the system’s barycenter. At the peak, there
will be a full light month of space that will need to be portaged to get between the north and
south ends of the L.”“Except for Delphi,” Rear Admiral Emily muttered. “For a year, those
bastards will be in the north, beyond the dark matter disk.”“That is correct, ma’am.” I nodded in
agreement. “And already, they’ve begun strengthening their hold in Chal. I believe that when their



system passes into the north, they’ll forcibly expunge all things Paragonian from Chal, and
declare it fully for Delphi.”“That will require a significant effort,” Colonel Gene shook his head.
“We don’t have a large military presence in Chal, but the system maintains order through a web
of handshake deals and thinly veiled threats. If Delphi thinks they can just walk in there and take
over, they’ll have a guerilla war on their hands. It’ll require them to move a lot of resources from
their home system—which they won’t do.”The others gave favorable reactions, but I disagreed.
“That’s been the norm for the last ten passages, yes. It’s why neither of our systems have
managed to fully claim and hold Chal—it would weaken us too much. But this time is
different.”“How so,” Terezia prompted, and I was emboldened by the glint of approval I saw in her
eyes.Rewinding the display back to one year into Delphi’s passage around the barycenter, I
explained, “You’ll see that from this point forward, and for the three years following, it’s faster to
get between Chal and Delphi than Paragon and Delphi. During that entire stretch, we would
need to have any fleet we send moving through normal space for at least a month. They would
see us coming, and bring in reinforcements long before we reached their system.”“What if they
didn’t see us?” the master chief prompted.It was clear that she was testing me.I pursed my lips
as I considered options. “That would be complicated. They would, of course, be watching us
closely. If we sent a tightly grouped fleet into the clouds to strike at Delphi, they’d spot the
disturbances with ease. We’d have to spread the ships out, have them come from hundreds of
disparate vectors—but even then, as they closed with Delphi, it would become harder and
harder to hide a sizable force.”“So what would you do?” Terezia asked.Suddenly, the winning
strategy became crystal clear, and I quickly laid it out.As I presented my idea, I couldn’t help but
notice the others were exchanging glances and nodding.They asked a few probing questions,
and when I was done, Terezia nodded in satisfaction. “Major Sherry, you have a keen grasp of
the theatre we operate in, not to mention the strategies and tactics that would be required to
effect a victory over Delphi. I think you’ll do.”“Thank you, ma’am. I’m glad my study has paid off. If
I may ask, though, ‘do’ for what?”Chief Cynthia clapped a hand on my shoulder. “Why, for
fieldwork, Major. That’s where things really get done.”“I’d tell you to pack, but you already are.”
She nodded at the rolling case filled with personal effects that had trundled in behind me.“Yes,
ma’am. What are my orders?”The admiral’s response floored me.“We’re sending you to Delphi.”I
let out a choking gasp. “We’re not actually thinking of going to war with Delphi, are we?” I looked
around at the four faces, wondering if things were afoot I had no knowledge of.I half-expected
secretive nods, but Admiral Terezia only laughed.“Major Sherry. We’re PFC Intel. We never think
of going to war. We think ‘what if’ we go to war. Then we pass that information up the chain to
people who really do think about such things.”I nodded, glad that she seemed lighthearted about
it all—though I didn’t for a second believe that she wasn’t involved in decisions that happened
further up the chain.The admiral continued. “You’ll be going with Colonel Gene and Chief
Cynthia. Your ride leaves in an hour, and they’ll brief you on the way.”“Yes, ma’am.” I straightened
and saluted. “Thank you, ma’am.”Rear Admiral Emily laughed. “Oh, I wouldn’t be thanking us just
yet.”7COURSE CORRECTIONI’d feared the worst when it came to what our ride to Delphi would



be like. Vids invariably showed spooks riding in rickety freighters when sent to infiltrate enemy
territory—not that Delphi was exactly what one would classify as an ‘enemy’.But as I walked
along the concourse, peering into space at the ships lined up on external spars, my gaze finally
rested on our craft, a sleek courier ship that looked as though it had only seen a few years in the
black.The station’s docking database listed it as the Firelight, and it was registered to a QnR
Shipping Co. A quick check on the company showed it to be an import/export concern based on
one of Paragon’s outer dwarf planets. Most of the company’s ships were the sorts of freighters I’d
expected to be on, but they had a few fast movers that leased out to a variety of parties.It was a
solid background for the company. So well done that I couldn’t tell if the whole thing was an Intel
front, or if it really was a shipping company that the PFC leased vessels from.Either way, it would
get us to Delphi in under a week, twice as fast as a bulk hauler would.Colonel Gene had
remained behind to speak with the admirals, but Master Chief Cynthia was at my side as we
traversed the concourse, silent thus far on our journey.“Will there be a crew other than us?” I
asked as we neared the seventy-meter vessel’s access umbilical.“No,” Cynthia replied. “This sort
of ship typically crews three, so we’ll do just fine. Between the three of us, we shouldn’t have a
problem keeping her sailing, either.” The woman winked, and I took her meaning.The master
chief didn’t need either officer for anything shipboard other than to answer comms and look
pretty.“I’ll do my best to stay out from underfoot,” I replied with a laugh. Then I glanced at our
uniforms and raised a question privately. <What if we are spotted boarding the Firelight by a
Delphian agent?><Don’t worry about it,> the chief replied. <We have a very high level of
confidence that there are only two Delphian agents on Fallon Station. We have them pegged
and are feeding them false intel.><How can you be sure?> I asked.<Because both of them keep
desperately trying to transfer to Ring 4 so they can spy on us, but we keep them from ever
getting here. It’s honestly rather entertaining.>We reached the umbilical a moment later, and
Cynthia palmed the control, cycling the airlock station open. It took a minute to get down the
tube, and when we had, the chief stepped into the ship’s corridor and stretched her arms.“Ahhh,
home sweet home. It’s good to be here.”I gave her a quizzical look. “Home? You’ve been on this
ship before?”“No, never.” The other woman shook her head. “Just a tradition.”The passage was
only three meters long, ending in a T. The vessel’s small map—available on its public shipnet—
indicated that crew quarters and the bridge were to the right, while cargo storage and
engineering were on the left.I followed Cynthia down the passage, noting that the ship was as
clean inside as out, a far cry from the vessel I’d grown up in, and my billets planetside.“I could
get used to this,” I said with a laugh. “If I’d known that Intel rode around in birds like this, I’d have
tried to transfer in sooner.”The chief barked a laugh. “Don’t get too excited, Major. Usually we’re
bunking in some shit freighter that takes forever to get anywhere. We’re only getting the royal
treatment because of an intercept we want to run.”“Is this when I finally get to learn what we’re up
to?” I asked.Cynthia glanced back at me. “Let’s get you settled. Once the colonel is aboard, he’ll
brief us both.”“That won’t be necessary,” said a familiar voice behind us.I turned to see a woman
in one of Intel’s nondescript uniforms step out of a door just past the airlock.“You!” I exclaimed.



“From the shuttle.”The newcomer nodded. “That’s right, me. Or, as I like to call myself, Colonel
Jacy.”A flush came over me, and I stammered, “O-of course, my apologies, Colonel.”“I don’t
recall you being so formal on the shuttle,” the woman said as she approached, long, red hair
bouncing on her shoulders as she closed the distance. “That’s the last time you’ll use my rank—
or Cynthia’s. Safer that way.”“I understand.”“Good.” Jacy gestured down the passage. “Your room
is second on the left. There are new clothes for you there, but first, let’s head to the bridge and
get underway.”The bridge was not significantly larger than a cockpit. There were four stations, all
facing one another in a circle. In the center lay a holotank that currently displayed the bow-view
no matter what angle you looked at it from.Jacy had assigned me comms while Cynthia was
responsible for engineering.“Board’s green,” the chief announced after a minute. “Clearances?”I
nodded. “Our vector is approved, no tug required.”“Good thing,” Jacy snorted. “Most of Fallon’s
tugs are bigger than the Firelight. OK, here goes.”A dull thud echoed through the ship as the
umbilical and docking clamps let go. With the mechanical connection gone, the ship began to
slide down the docking rails, flung away from the ring’s outer skin by inertial force. Magnetic
fields added to the acceleration, and by the time the craft was clear of the ring, it had reached
thirty meters per second.Jacy deftly spun the craft and fired up the grav drives, shifting into our
outbound lane at the maximum speed allowed within the station’s nearspace.The bridge was
shrouded in silence until we crossed the marker. We shifted vector again before Jacy fired up the
fusion drives. A low thrum reverberated through the deck plate for the first few seconds, until the
internal dampening systems filtered the vibration out.“All within spec,” Cynthia confirmed. “We’ll
be warmed up in two light seconds, and then you can apply full boost.”“Good.” Jacy leant back in
her seat. “I suppose we might as well have our talk right here.”“Yes, ma’am,” I nodded curtly.“Oh,
stars,” the colonel drew the word out, adding a nasal twinge. “You sound so military, I can see the
starch pouring out of every…well…pore. You need to relax, Sherry. You grew up on a mining rig.
Tap into that. Loosen up and talk like a real spacer, not some rod-up-the-ass prick.”Jacy’s words
hit me like a slap in the face, and though she was smiling, I decided to do as ordered and give as
good as I got.“Least I don’t have a full bird shoved up there.”The colonel laughed. “Oh, I like that.
Now whenever I hear ‘full bird colonel’, that’s going to come to mind. Nice.”“The mission?”
Cynthia prompted.“Right.” Jacy nodded. “I’ll just get right to it. Recently, a syndicate in Chal got
their hands on three crates of DSA defense NSAI cores. These cores contain data on the
Delphian targeting systems, IFF signal patterns, sensor grids, and likely even have access code
repositories, as well as functional encryption systems.”“Shiiiit,” I whispered. “That’s like a back
door into their…everything.”Jacy laughed. “Pretty much, yeah.”“How did some syndicate out in
Chal get their hands on this?” Cynthia asked.“The build-up,” I said. “They’re already doing it. The
DSA is establishing themselves in Chal.”The colonel gave me an appreciative nod. “That’s the
assessment, yes. It’s normal for goods to leak when shipped through Chal—a little bit skimmed
at each stop. Well, in this case, someone skimmed the wrong stuff and these cores got out into
the wild. Even better, so far as we can tell, the DSA doesn’t know they’re gone yet.”Cynthia
shook her head. “That seems unlikely, but given how things can be in Chal, I’ll allow for it as a



possibility.”“How magnanimous of you,” Jacy said with a laugh. “Even if they’ve changed codes
and the cores are locked out, their databases will be invaluable. Not only that, the Delphians will
scramble to move assets around, and they’ll make mistakes. Opportunities abound.”“So what’s
the play?” the chief asked. “Standard handoff?”“You wish.” Jacy laughed and slapped the
console.I found the gesture overdramatic, but then again it was likely that every aspect of her
behavior was considered and constructed.“Things are a bit trickier than that,” Jacy continued
after a moment’s pause. “There’s an arms dealer in Delphi named Korinth that we’ve worked with
from time to time. He put out feelers for what people would be willing to pay for DSA cores a few
weeks back. We got word and made an offer. Things looked like they were progressing well, but
then he canceled the buy.”“Why would he do that?” I asked. “Do you think that the DSA got wind
and made a better offer?”Jacy shrugged. “A lot of people might have made a better offer. Or
maybe smaller interests made good offers on just one core each, and Korinth decided he could
do better separating them. We got an agent out to Chal in an attempt to beat Korinth’s courier,
but they didn’t make it in time, and the other courier got the package. From what we hear, there
was a bit of a dust-up, too. Either way, the cores are on their way to Korinth—already in the dark
layer by now.”“How will we beat them to Delphi?” I asked.“The courier ship was low-v when it
transitioned,” Jacy replied. “Plus, with the interstellar medium thick around the barycenter, they’ll
have a slow transit. Our little bird can kick up to 0.7c before transition, so we’ll be able to beat
them to Delphi. Barely.”Cynthia and I shared a worried look, and I asked, “So we’re going to hit
another ship when it’s already in the Delphi System?”“Why do you think you were selected for
this op, Sherry? You’re smart, you get the big picture, and you know which end of the rifle to
point at the bad guys. You’ve also lived a hard life on stations and know how to get around
without being seen. We’ll be in and out before anyone knows. The ship’s a hunk of junk, too. We’ll
just blow it once we have what we need, and that’ll be that.”I couldn’t help but clear my throat
nervously. “Is this the extent of our plan? Normally, I like a little more…you know…planning with
our plan.”Jacy grinned as she rose and stretched. “Don’t worry, when we get to Delphi, we’ll re-
assess the situation. In the meantime, we’ll practice simulated breaches on the other courier ship
—it’ll give us something to do.”“What’s the ship’s name?” Cynthia asked.Jacy flicked a hand
toward the holo, and a boxy freighter appeared. “It’s this tub here. Named the Kerrigan.”PART
3DELPHI8THE DARK LAYERABOARD THE KERRIGAN…“I hate the DL,” I muttered while
staring at the ‘window’ display in the Kerrigan’s galley.“So flip it to something else,” Kallie said
around a mouthful of chili. “There’s nothing out there, anyway. Why are you looking?”“Umm…” I
gave a nervous laugh. “I just feel like if no one’s looking, something might sneak up on us.”The
engineer rolled her eyes in the special way she reserved only for me. “The only thing out there is
dark matter. And it doesn’t sneak. Not even a little bit. If you encounter any, then it’s too
late.”Lifting my coffee mug to my mouth, I finished the now-cold liquid. “Just makes me feel better
to have an eye on it.”“But you also hate it…and you feel the need to constantly tell me that…. So
I wish you’d learn to look at something else.”“I think I’d be able to if we weren’t so close to
occlusion.”“ANSWON provided an update right before we jumped. The passage is clear.”“Sure.” I



rose from the table and ambled to the counter where the coffee machine sat, one more cup’s
worth in the pot. “Still, this one’s a doozy. I half-want to pop out of the DL and see if we can pull
an update.”“Say the word,” Kallie replied. “We can dump out for a bit, no problem.”“We’ll lose
time,” I countered.The engineer groaned. “Jax. I’m trying to help you with your issue here. I don’t
give a crap either way. In or out, I just want you to stop staring into the black and twitching like
there’s a bad graviton emitter in the deck plates under your feet.”I couldn’t help but laugh as I
refilled my cup. “That’d be a sight. I kinda want to do that to Oln. He always sits at the foot of the
table, we could mess with him so much.”“Or see how long it took him to lose his shit and flip the
table.”“Valid concern.”“Captain.” Kallie’s expression grew serious. “This isn’t your general
paranoia surrounding the dark layer. What’s really on your mind?”The coffee cup felt comfortably
warm in my hands. It was ceramic, not plas, one of the few comforts I afforded myself. Feeling
the heat of the drink was an important part of the ritual to me. It also helped ground me as I
considered Kallie’s question.What is bothering me so much?I hadn’t reflected on my general
attitude enough to realize my current anxiety was outside my normal range—and I certainly
wasn’t surprised to see that Kallie had noticed.“The meet with Korinth, I guess. I can’t think of
any reason it would go sideways, but a simple handoff with Skip shouldn’t have culminated with
us blowing up a fuckin’ starship, either.”Kallie nodded. “I agree on that point. I suppose some
level of trepidation is to be expected. But Skip and his wacko brother are one thing. Korinth is
another entirely. He doesn’t screw around, he does his business, and that’s it.”“Sure.” I took a sip
from my mug. “But too often, business can involve maximizing profits in an unpleasant way. I’d
rather not learn the hard way that we’re no longer of any use to him.”The engineer nodded
sagely. “OK…given how things have gone lately, maybe we need some insurance. Some way to
make sure that he doesn’t ice us after we make the delivery.”“I think that’s wise. Unfortunately,
the only thing we have to give Korinth that he’ll consider to be of any value is the cores.”Kallie
nodded. “I wonder, could we not bring them to the meet?”“No.” I shook my head. “He’ll just think
we failed to pick them up. We need to bring them…but maybe….”“Maybe what?”I downed the
rest of my coffee and set the cup down on the counter. “Looks like I’m going to get to check the
ANSWON updates after all. Get ready to dump out of the DL for a bit.”9ONE LAST
HUNTABOARD THE VICTORIOUS STRIKE…It was vanity, I knew it, but I’d long since given up
caring if others thought so.Holomirror activated, I looked over my presentation, checking every
aspect of my outfit to ensure that it was perfect. While regulation only required that I wore a DSA
shipsuit—a blue and white skintight sheath that covered the body from neck to toe, and was fire,
impact, and vacuum resistant—I felt that, as commander of a starcruiser, I should cut a more
impressive figure.Not that my body in a sheath that showed off every curve was unimpressive.
Genetics, money, and rigorous care had granted me a figure that turned every head, even
though I was pushing into my ninth decade.But any young woman with good chromosomes
could turn heads in a shipsuit. I preferred to add some mystery, do something out of the
norm.While it wasn’t strictly by the book, I liked to add the dark blue jacket from my rank’s formal
uniform, tightly belted to accent my waist and hips. Polished boots rose to my knees, the low



heels hiding a-grav generators that gave me added stability in a fight, or doubled as maglocks
should artificial gravity fail.Few ship commanders wore weapons; in fact, it was policy for crew to
be unarmed when not in combat, but that was not a policy I followed.A pulse pistol was always
strapped to my thigh when aboard the Victorious Strike, a reminder to my crew that I was in
command and that I had earned my position through strength of arms.Satisfied that I was
presentable from the neck down, I checked my face, tracing a short, but well-manicured nail
down my cheek, noting a new crease that I’d have to deal with the next time I was in port.
Otherwise my complexion was perfect, accented by the slightest shadow around my eyes, and a
darkening of my brows to ensure that even my resting visage was a stern one.I knew what my
crew called me behind my back—‘the Brooding Queen’—and I liked it. Sometimes they called
me ‘the Pirate Princess’, which I was less fond of, but I had to admit that a pirate would sell their
hull-plating to cut the figure I did.My shoulder-length hair glowed softly, the iridescent strands
brushing my shoulders as I turned my head side to side.“Perfect.” I smiled at how my lips twisted
as I spoke, one side lifting first, even a compliment coming with a sneer. It made my crew
uncertain of what I thought, and made the captains of the freighters I inspected fall all over
themselves, desperate to please me.I set the small cap on my head, ensuring it sat off to the
side and that my hair fell straight from beneath it as I gave one final look at the holomirror,
widening my stance and standing hands on hips, practicing the look that would ensure I got my
way in any situation.With a final nod, I turned off the display and strode from my quarters,
pausing to return the salute of a passing ensign who had snapped to attention as I
emerged.“Good morning, Ensign Andre,” I said, holding my hand to my forehead as I awaited his
response.“Commander Sinclair.” He remained rigid. “May we find victory in the field
today.”“Indeed.” I lowered my hand, the signal that he could be on his way.The man responded in
kind and resumed his brisk walk down the passage.I approved of Ensign Andre. The man took
his work seriously, and set about his tasks with an efficiency that was commendable. He drank
too much while in port, but so far as I’d seen, never touched a single drink or drug while on tour—
not perfect, but at a level I was willing to accept.The lift to the command deck was only a few
meters down the passage, and I entered it without meeting any other crew—which was normal,
we were twenty minutes into the first watch. Few officers would be about, as most of the third
watch crew liked to visit the gym after their shift. An activity I approved of.I checked the duty
register and saw that Lieutenant Reah was still on the bridge, as he was required to be until I
relieved him. It was a ritual we’d become accustomed to, him taking the twenty minutes I granted
to finalize his morning status report and ensure that the first watch crew had everything they
needed to assume their duties for the day.The lift doors opened, and I stepped out into the short
corridor that led to the bridge. My office was on the left, but I rarely used it, preferring to run the
ship from the command chair as much as possible.I liked to be seen.The bridge’s doors slid
open as I approached, revealing the circular room in the center of the Victorious Strike that was
both the ship’s heart and mind.The middle of the room was dominated by a three-meter-wide
holotank, currently displaying what lay in a five-light-second radius around the ship. Surrounding



it were two tiers of consoles, able to seat twenty crew, should the need arise.Most of the time, I
preferred to run the ship lean. I found that decisions were made faster if there were fewer people
to deliberate with.Two officers sat in the lower ring, and four in the upper. On my right, set
between the bridge’s two doors, was my command chair, overlooking the bowl and providing its
occupant with a clear view of the entire space.Lieutenant Reah was already standing by the time
my eyes alighted on him, a clear, “Commander on the Bridge!” ringing out, back of his hand
pressed against his brow as he said the words.The crew rose and stood at attention as well,
holding their positions while the lieutenant and I completed our morning exchange.“Good
morning, Victorious Strike,” I said in response, my customary wry grin on my lips as I turned
toward Reah. “Officer of the Watch, is everything in order?”“Yes, Commander. All systems are
operating within two percent of maximum efficiency, and shift changeover is completed, with all
stations reporting online.”“Very good,” I replied, returning his salute and lowering my hand.He
followed suit a moment later, and the bridge crew took their seats, resuming their morning
activities.“Is there anything noteworthy to report?” I asked.Reah shook his head. “Inbound lanes
are busy, as expected, but so far, all the ships we’ve checked over are well rated and have
passed muster. Our friends aboard the Five Moons provided us with a full dump of Chal’s outer
beacon data as it stood right before they jumped, so we have a list of seven more ships we
expect to see dump out of the DL in the next few hours.”I pulled the list up on my ocular HUD and
pursed my lips as the names of the vessels scrolled past my vision.“Wait.” I scowled at one of
the names. “The Kerrigan is still on this list. Based on their v, they should have been here
already.”Reah gave a derisive snort. “Maybe they broke down. I wouldn’t be surprised. If they did,
it’ll be a week before we see them. The northern L is almost fully occluded.”I shook my head.
“No, something’s up.” I glanced at the scan officer. “Ensign Luke. The moment you see the
Kerrigan, inform me.”“Yes, Commander,” the man replied. “Tuning the arrays for their approach
and profile.”“Very good.” I turned back to Reah. “Jax Bremen wouldn’t do a run this close to
occlusion if he didn’t have a haul to make it worth his while.”The lieutenant nodded. “Of course,
Commander. The man does like to play it safe—for a smuggler.”“He does, indeed,” I mused.I’d
stopped him twice before, both times finding small amounts of contraband on his ship. Enough
to get him fined, but not face any serious sanctions. In both cases, what we’d found would have
been sufficient to make his haul worthwhile, but I always suspected there was more. Perhaps
this time we’d find the motherlode.Nodding to Reah, I said, “You are relieved, enjoy your
rest.”“Aye.” He gave a curt nod. “I stand relieved.”The lieutenant turned and walked to the far
door, exiting the bridge as I settled into the command chair. I spent the first ten minutes
reviewing the third watch reports, noting the ships they’d scanned, and flagging two for
portmaster inspections when they reached their destinations. There wasn’t anything overtly
wrong with their customs declarations, but amongst any dozen ships, there were always at least
a couple of bad apples, and my instincts picked them out more often than not.Following that, I
dove into supply and requisition reports, checking over what we’d need to stock up on the
following week when we docked with Geralt Station in orbit of Lothar. With the Victorious Strike



at the tail end of a month-long patrol at the northern edge of the Delphi System, the list
contained pretty much everything.What we did have was a hold full of contraband, and a ledger
loaded with fines. One of the reasons I was allowed to run the Victorious Strike the way I saw fit
was because no other ship in the DSA had a record half as good as mine when it came to
picking smugglers out of the legitimate traders.Even so, I wouldn’t mind catching just one or two
more before our tour was over.10AN OLD FRIENDABOARD THE KERRIGAN…The entire crew,
barring Oln, had gathered on the bridge as we prepared to transition back into normal space at
the edge of the Delphi System.The brief shift before we reached the barycenter had confirmed
that the route through to our destination was still clear, and we managed to make the journey in
only nine days.But despite the passage of time, the anxiety I’d felt since leaving Chal still hadn’t
subsided. I suppose it made sense, since my worry was over things that had not yet come to
pass.Stars…why am I being so formal about my fear? I chuckled aloud in an attempt to dismiss
the worry. Just say you’re fucking terrified that Korinth is going to ice us all.“What’s so funny,
boss?” Tammy asked.“Your hair,” I muttered.Of course, Tammy wore her hair short, and didn’t do
anything unusual with it at all.My comment earned me a dirty look from her and a groan from
Finn.“Sorry, just out of sorts, and trying to talk myself into a better mood.”“By making fun of your
pilot?” Finn asked.“No, by telling myself jokes in my head, laughing aloud, making a snarky
comment, and then being judged by my crew.”Kallie snorted and shook her head as she met my
gaze. “Is it working?”“No.”“We’re t-minus thirty from transition,” Tammy announced a moment
later. “May there be nothing nearby when we come out.”I felt another stab of fear take me, and
after a few seconds’ deliberation, spoke up. “Dump five seconds early.”“Five? You sure?” Tammy
asked.“Yes. Do it.”“You got it, boss. Dumping out…now.”The forward holo had previously
displayed a number of vital readings over a black background. A second later, that was replaced
by the ruddy light of the L with Delphi gleaming in the center of the screen.“Home sweet home,”
Kallie said in a quiet voice.“I thought you were from one of the mining rigs on the rim,” Finn
commented.“Uh huh,” the engineer replied. “But where I was born and where I consider home
are different.”With a nod, I added, “Same. I wasn’t born on this ship, but it’s my home.”“Needs a
coat of paint,” Finn said. “And something pretty on the bulkheads. Ever thought of a nice
mural?”“Har har.” I pulled up the passive scan data, reviewing what the ship could see, while
Finn stripped the nearest beacon’s signal.The Kerrigan was one of a dozen nearby ships on
insystem vectors that aligned with jumps from Chal. Several of them had jumped ahead of us
before we left, and a few had been trailing behind. This was normal, as the dark layer functioned
as a velocity multiplier. The faster you were traveling on entry, the bigger the boost you received.I
did note that three other ships were further behind where they should be. Either they’d
transitioned out for an ANSWON report, or dumped out of the DL further from Delphi, not
trusting the reports, and were drifting closer in normal space.“Looks normal for an occlusion
cycle,” Finn said. “Everything on the north side is coming in, while traffic going south to Paragon
is amping up. Everything looks just as I’d expect it to.”“Not keen on being one of the last ships in,”
I said, counting only two freighters further outsystem than the Kerrigan. “DSA likes to take a



gander at the stragglers. Usually, they’re smuggling shit.”“We kinda resemble that remark,”
Tammy said. “Thanks for the beacon data, Finn. Plotting my course. Do you want to register it, or
should I?”“I like to feel useful,” he replied. “I’ll do it. Gives me a reason to reconnect to the outer
space traffic control. I have a friend who rotated out this way, I can pass along a message for any
noteworthy news.”“You sure have a lot of friends,” Kallie said, resting her chin on a hand. “How is
that possible?”“Dunno.” Finn winked. “Maybe I’m nice to people or something. You should try
it.”The engineer waved a hand in dismissal. “Nah…I’m all set. I don’t really want people to like
me. Safer that way.”“Safer from what?” Tammy asked.Kallie fixed her with an uncertain look.
“Uh…from people. I thought that was apparent.”I couldn’t help but snicker, and she turned to me.
“You especially.”“Don’t worry,” I raised my hands in mock-defense. “I’m fully repelled by you.”A
look of consternation crossed Kallie’s face. “I feel like this misfired."“Speaking of misfires,”
Tammy frowned at her board. “I’m showing red on the starboard burner. Secondary thermal
sensor on the bell. Should I ignore it?”Kallie rose from her seat. “No, I should take a look. A few
bits of debris got through the shields when the Restaff blew. Everything checked out before, but
maybe something shook loose during transition.”“Want a hand?” I asked.“No. Remember? I don’t
like people.”The engineer stalked off the bridge to Finn’s soft laughter.“I think that bit her in the
ass more than she liked.”“Leave my ass out of it,” Kallie shouted over her shoulder.I turned and
gave Finn a warning look. “There is no safe response. Do the smart thing.”He nodded, still
grinning.<And I’m watching the bridge optics, Finn. Watch it.>“Watch what? Your ass?” the
breacher taunted, then frowned. “Huh.”I couldn’t help but notice that his tone had changed from
amused to serious in an instant.“What is it?”“There’s a shadow,” he said absently. “It’s being
careful, but I spotted it.”I pulled up scan, looking for what Finn had seen. “It’s damn hard to
stealth this close to occlusion. Everything’s so bright, ships are always in front of something.”“Uh
huh.” Finn agreed. “That’s why I spotted them in two minutes.”“There!” I put up the visual on the
main screen. “Shit…it’s big, whatever it is.”“Could just be an ore hauler coming in from the cloud,”
Tammy suggested. “Those things are cold as fuck a lot.”A laugh came from the bridge’s
entrance. I glanced up to see Oln filling the doorway. “Tammy, you said ‘fuck a lot’.”“Gawd…what
did I do to end up here?”“Focus, people,” I grunted. “That’s no ore hauler’s profile.”Finn blew out
a slow breath. “You thinking it’s DSA?”I nodded. “Yeah, but that’s a big bertha, no little patrol
boat.”“Hard to say, without being able to tell distance,” Tammy chimed in.<Kallie, how we looking?
><Secondary sensor was right. Bell’s got microfractures. We can burn, but only up to fifty
percent.>I did my best not to clench my jaw. <Can we initiate?><Yeah, passing the details to
Tammy.>“Course laid in, boss,” the pilot said a moment later. “Good to burn?”“Yes, ease into it. I
don’t want them to think we’re nervous.”“Could we just try to drift?” Finn asked. “From their angle,
the barycenter is behind us.”I shook my head. “We were conserving heat orbs in the DL. Ship’s
hot, we probably stand out like a—Oh shit.”EM emissions lit up around the dark ship, followed by
a burn lancing into the dark as its engines came to life.Finn groaned. “Aaand we’re being hailed.
It’s the DSA alright.”I nodded. “Put it up.”The main holo shifted to show a woman with
commander’s bars on her lapel standing in the forefront of a busy bridge. Unlike Reeve, she



didn’t hide her crew, knowing it served as a show of force.“Aw crap,” I muttered, shaking my
head.The woman was Commander Sinclair. My own personal nemesis.“Captain Bremen,” she
said. “How nice to see you. We’re passing a vector. Come alongside and prepare for
boarding.”The connection terminated, and Finn muttered a rather inventive curse word. Tammy
was silent.Oln laughed. “Well, I’m gonna get a bite to eat. Food in DSA brigs is shit.”After the
brief conversation with Captain Bremen, I sat back in my chair, glad for a bit of sport in my day. I
was considering swapping out the standard DSA shipsuit I wore to a double-layered one that
was more impact resistant when Lieutenant Fledge reached out to me.<Commander Sinclair. I
see that we are on intercept with the Kerrigan.>I was momentarily surprised by the statement.
While it was unknown to my crew, Fledge was an officer in the DSA Intelligence Section. On the
record—such as it was—he was stationed on my ship to watch over outsystem travel, looking for
signs of Paragonian infiltration into Delphi. However, I suspected that he was also here to keep
an eye on me.Though my unconventional ways garnered me enough wins in the field to grant me
the leeway to do as I saw fit, it also brought about enough jealousy in the ranks that some would
be more than happy to see me trip and fall.One thing I knew for certain, Fledge was no mere
lieutenant. I had a suspicion that he outranked me. There was nothing overt in his behavior, just
a hint every now and then that, push come to shove, he could do as he pleased.<We are,
Lieutenant Fledge,> I replied, using his rank on purpose like I always did to see if I could draw
out a reaction.<Good. I will accompany you.>There it was, those little hints. Not a request to
accompany me, but not an order that contained a reference to authority. A simple statement, as
though his authority was both implied and understood.It grated on me like nothing else. He was
a burr in my side, the one thing I couldn’t control that lingered in the back of my mind with the
potential to mar the perfect operation of my ship.<Very well,> I replied, not granting him a
modicum of deference. <Meet me in Bay 03.>I didn’t wait for a response before I closed the
connection.Fledge rarely joined boarding parties, preferring to watch feeds from the inspection
teams. Whenever he did come along, things were invariably more…problematic.Yes, I think I’ll
swap out for the heavier shipsuit.11INSPECTIONABOARD THE KERRIGAN…The DSA was
smarter than a pirate like Reeve. Commander Sinclair especially. They knew better than to
grapple onto a ship like the Kerrigan. Even with a hundred-meter umbilical.Not that a ship like
mine would pose much of a threat to a cruiser like the Victorious Strike. The ship was over fifteen
hundred meters long, bristling with weapons and sheathed in both ice and carbon plating. Even
the limpets I had in storage would do little damage.“The DSA shuttle is at our airlock,” Finn
announced. “Seal is good.”I rose from my seat, not looking forward to the next hour or so. “OK,
let them know I’m on my way down. Any sign of the commander?”Finn shook his head. “No, they
didn’t provide any information on who is in the shuttle. My only communication has been with the
pilot.”“She’s probably there,” I muttered. “I don’t know why, but she has it in for me.”<Probably the
way you leer at her,> Kallie commented from wherever she was on the ship. <I won’t deny that
she looks amazing in her uniform, but I suspect she wears it on purpose to elicit reactions she
can then use against people.>“Huh,” I grunted as I walked off the bridge. “I suppose I’m just not



devious enough to deal with her.”<That much is apparent.><Is the honeypot ready?> I asked the
engineer over the Link as I reached the ladder and slid down to the cargo deck.<Of course. I put
it in a new spot, too, and then tucked some junk into the places they found before. Should have
them searching for a bit, and then suitably satisfied when they find it.><Good, I’ll do my part, and
with any luck, we’ll be on our way in a few hours.>Kallie sent an affirmative response as my
boots hit the deck plate at the forward end of the port-side passage. It was only a fifteen-meter
walk to the airlock, and when I arrived, I was greeted by Commander Sinclair’s glowering visage
staring at me through the window.Yay.I gave her a jaunty wave as I waited for the lock to finish its
cycle, and when it opened, I was surprised to see another officer with her.Well, that’s a first.Two
soldiers in light armor were behind them, and the pair moved into the passage ahead of the
officers, both giving me a once-over before slipping past to check the port-side corridor.“Clear,”
one announced, and with that, Sinclair and the other officer stepped forward.He was tall and
slender, a clear spacer by birth. Close-cropped black hair framed an angular face with almost
pouting lips. His was the look of a man who was used to getting his way.Something in Sinclair’s
body language told me she felt the same way—and didn’t like it.“Captain Bremen,” she said
upon reaching me. “So nice to see you again.”I extended my hand. “Always a pleasure to have
you grace us with your presence, Commander.”<Ohhhh too thick, too thick!> Kallie’s voice came
into my mind.<Stop. She makes me uncomfortable enough without you yammering in my
ear.>Kallie began to respond, but I muted her as the commander spoke.“This is Lieutenant
Fledge. He’ll be joining us for the inspection today.”Behind her, the airlock cycled, and I saw the
team of DSA inspection specialists enter the airlock. Despite Sinclair’s and Fledge’s unnerving
presences, those four would be the real threat. Should they find our hidey holes, we’d be in a
world of trouble.I knew the game the commander was playing—especially since this was our
third round. She would tour the ship, questioning me about everything. She’d disrupt my bridge
crew, pressing them for details about their personal lives, and judge them harshly. All the while,
her inspectors would dig into every nook and cranny on the ship, leaving a trail of access panels
and upended deck plates in their wake.The crew would be unable to focus on distracting or
herding the inspectors, which was the team’s goal.But I trusted in Kallie. She’d gotten us through
more than just the two prior inspections from Sinclair. The Kerrigan might look like a flying
toaster, but my bird had a rep for getting cargo through intact and undiscovered.Then again, I’d
never moved something like DSA NSAI cores before.For the first twenty minutes, things went as
expected. I escorted the pair of officers to the bridge and granted them access to our flight logs,
which they reviewed while questioning both Finn and Tammy about trivial issues that had
nothing to do with moving cargo.Then Sinclair laughed. “A writ of marque? Seriously?” She
turned to me and looked me up and down. “I’d ask who you slept with to get it, but no one would
consider that a favor worth granting a writ in return.” She shook her head in disgust. “I guess
they’re just for sale now in Chal. How much did it cost?”I shrugged. “I’m sorry, are you
representing the government of Chal now? Is there a fee I need to pay for being granted such a
writ?”“Government,” Sinclair snorted out the word. “Chal is only civilized by the loosest usage of



that term. To say they have a government is like saying that a murder of crows is a
parliament.”“Seems like an apt comparison to me,” I replied evenly. “Most governments excel at
murder.”“As do you,” Lieutenant Fledge commented. “Blew up another ship in the Chal System.
Didn’t even give them a chance to abandon their vessel.”“That is not required when exercising
one’s writ in Chal,” I took extra care to keep my tone calm and measured. “And we registered the
action. It was an act of defense, and we took no cargo or goods of any kind during the
engagement, so there is nothing taxable to declare.”“We’ll see about that,” the commander
mused. “Tell me, how did you manage that initial explosion?”“An IED,” I said. “Kallie whipped it up
and stuffed it in a crate.”Fledge turned to me and cocked an eyebrow. “Oh? And what did they
think they were getting?”I pursed my lips and sighed. “A few cases of high-grade beam lenses—
which they actually did. We had to sacrifice some of them to make the ruse work.”“So?” The
commander joined the lieutenant in staring at me with a raised brow. I had to keep myself from
chuckling at the image they presented. “Why would you bother with the IED, then?”“Because I
didn’t want to give it all to them. Plus, we were hoping to claim their ship as a prize, then it would
have been well worth the tradeoff.”“Instead, you blew it out of the black,” Fledge accused.“No,” I
shook my head. “And that’s also why we didn’t give them any warning to abandon ship. Our IED
didn’t yield a blast big enough to destroy the Restaff. They either deliberately broke their
antimatter bottle’s containment in an attempt to take us out with them, or it failed on its own.”“Do
you know how many times I’ve seen ships meet their end in antimatter explosions?” Sinclair
asked, hands on hips that I was taking great care not to admire.“Probably zero.” I tossed out the
response with a nonchalant tilt of my head.“Exactly.” She nodded for emphasis. “Zero times. So
why do you think I don’t buy your tale?”This time I couldn’t help but laugh. “Because you haven’t
been to Chal?”“Funny man,” she muttered. “We’ll copy all these logs and see if there are any
steps that the DSA would like to take in response to your actions.”“Copy away.”A moment later,
Sinclair cocked her head, a sneer that I suspected she thought was a grin spreading across her
lips. “Well, well, Captain, looks like we have found some interesting cargo on your flying garbage
heap. Let’s go have a look, shall we?”I did my best to appear dejected. “Shit. Yeah, let’s go have
a look.”We found the inspection team in the forward engineering bay, deck plates piled against
the bulkheads, and one of the backup plasma transfer lines disassembled.<Shit, Kallie, is this
where—><Yes, but those are further down. I put some high-capacity superconductor batteries in
here as well. Hopefully they won’t look further.>“My, my,” Commander Sinclair shook her head in
mock-dismay. “Captain Bremen, SC batts with these charge capacities are outside the capacity
allowed for civilian weapons. You know they can’t be brought into Delphi.”I gave a dramatic sigh
—hopefully not too dramatic. “Yeah, well, we have to survive in Chal, and every two-bit criminal
in that system has batts at least this good. We’d run out of charge five minutes into a firefight with
Delphian-legal ones. We tuck them away in an inaccessible place when we leave Chal.
Otherwise we’d have to buy new ones every time we go back.”Sinclair shook her head. “I don’t
see why you think that’s anything I’d care about. Maybe if you weren’t a smuggler, you wouldn’t
need to be loaded for bear every time you go into Chal.”“Again,” I made a show of trying not to



clench my jaw. “You probably need to visit Chal before you pass judgment.”“I don’t need to do
anything, Bremen. Well…other than confiscate these and fine you for them.”Kallie was leaning
against a nearby bulkhead, and she gave a derisive snort. “What are you going to do with them
after that?”“Turn them in,” Sinclair responded, a note of confusion in her voice. “What are you
implying?”“Nothing,” the engineer said with a languid shrug. “Just…everyone knows that the DSA
makes scratch on the other end by selling shit like this back to ships headed to Chal. Hell, these
cores have three sets of DSA confiscation stamps on them. They’re carefully obscured, but if you
look hard, you’ll spot them.”Commander Sinclair turned to face Kallie, stretching up to her full
height. “Are you suggesting that the DSA participates in illegal arms dealing?”
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Ebook Tops Reader D. M., “Wow. M.D.Cooper you did this one right. The world building, the
story set in a time where all of what was written could and possibly would be possible, this was
and is a excellent work of Art.  Thank you for making it possible to ride with you.  D”

Alice H. Gillen, “loved it. Wonderful action packed story, I couldn’t put it down. I loved all the
characters and I was sorry to reach the end.”

TC, “An epic and thrilling piece of work.. Every now and again I come across a book that
rejuvenates my jaded appetite for reading. Outlaws of Aquilia has achieved this and more. Great
read.”

S. Reid, “Great introduction. This is based within Coopers Aeon 14 universe but unlike the rest of
the series can be read as a total alone series as outside hints of coming from earth due to war
this is a forgotten colony. With excellently constructed characters and internal politics it works
very well if your a fan of Cooper or this is your first intro.Best of all being a boxset it works out
great for a full read”
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